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Introduction: Geza Vermes on Ratzinger’s Jesus
In the initial programme for this conference, the present time slot was
allocated to Professor Geza Vermes and I deeply regret that he is unable to
be with us. His critical reading of the Pope’s book surely would have en-
riched our discussion. Knowing Professor Vermes’ work makes it safe to as-
sume that his arguments would have focused on the underrated Jewishness
1 In the following paper I focus only on the discussion within German-speaking countries. For a first sum-
mary of the discussion in France see F. Nault, ‘Der Jesus der Geschichte: Hat er eine theologische Relevanz?’, in H.
Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 103-21. See now also
R. Riesner, ‘Der Papst und die Jesus-Forscher: Notwendige Fragen zwischen Exegese, Dogmatik und Gemeinde’,
Theologische Beiträge 39 (2008), pp. 329-345.
2 Parts of this paper have been delivered at the conference ‘The Pope and Jesus of Nazareth’ on 19th and
20th June 2008 at the University of Nottingham. This conference, supported by the British Academy, was the first
extended theological discussion on Pope Benedict XVI’s book in the United Kingdom. A shorter version of this
version will be published within the conference proceedings: Adrian Pabst and Angus Paddison (eds), The Pope
and Jesus of Nazareth, Veritas, London: SCM, 2009. I am very grateful to the editorial board of Didaskalia and es-
pecially Prof Henrique de Noronha Galvão who invited me to publish the unabridged version as well. For help
with this paper in many respects I want to thank my students Ben Kautzer and Georgina Lowe, and my colleague
Prof Maurice Casey for his helpful remarks.
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3 Cf. e.g. the remarks of the chief rabbi of the German liberal Jewish communities W. Homolka, ‘Ein An-
dachtsbild’, in U. Ruh (ed.), Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte, Freiburg: Herder, 2008, pp. 68-84, 201-3
(notes); and of G. B. Ginzel, ‘Wenig Neues aus Rom: Anmerkungen eines Juden zu Ratzingers Jesus-Buch’, in H.
Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 317-20. For the dis-
cussion between Jacob Neusner and Benedict see (here and in the following notes the authors are normally given
in alphabetical order) A. Buckenmaier, ‘Jesus – Die Tora in Person: Anmerkungen zum ›Gespräch‹ zwischen Jacob
Neusner und Joseph Ratzinger’, in J.-H. Tück (ed.), Annäherungen an »Jesus von Nazareth“: Das Buch des Papstes
in der Diskussion. Ostfildern: Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, 2007, pp. 80-93; K.-J. Kuschel, ‘Benedikt XVI. redet
mit einem Rabbi: Ein Dialog?’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion,
Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 309–16; A. Standhartinger, ‘Der Papst und der Rabbi: Anmerkungen zum christlich-jüdi-
schen Dialog im Jesusbuch von Benedikt XVI.’, in Th. Söding (ed.), Das Jesus-Buch des Papstes: Die Antwort der
Neutestamentler. Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 147-156; J.-H. Tück, ‘Jesus – das Wort Gottes in Person: Zum Dis-
put zwischen Joseph Ratzinger und Jacob Neusner’, in H. Hoping and M. Schulz (eds), Jesus und der Papst: Sys-
tematische Reflexionen zum Jesus-Buch des Papstes, Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 48-59. For Neusner’s reaction to his
treatment by the Pope see J. Neusner, ‘My Argument with the Pope’, The Jerusalem Post, 29 May 2007 (available
from http://mqup.typepad.com/mcgill_queens_university_/2007/05/neusner_my_argu.html); id., ‘Einzigartig
in 2000 Jahren: die neue Wende im jüdisch-christlichen Dialog’, in Th. Söding (ed.), Ein Weg zu Jesus. Schlüssel zu
einem tieferen Verständnis des Papstbuches. Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 71-90. The comprehensiveness of Benedict’s
reflections on the depth of the relationship between Judaism and Christianity can be seen i.a. in J. Ratzinger, Many
Religions - One Covenant: Israel, the Church, and the World, San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1999; and, edited by the
Pontifical Biblical Commission under the chairmanship of J. Ratzinger, The Jewish People and Their Sacred Scrip-
tures in the Christian Bible (Vatican City, 2001).
4 J. Ratzinger (Pope Benedict XVI), Jesus of Nazareth: From the Baptism in the Jordan to the Transfiguration. Lon-
don: Bloomsbury, 2007, xxii, quoted in Geza Vermes, ‘Jesus of Nazareth – The scholar Ratzinger bravely declares that
he and not the Pope is the author of the book and that everyone is free to contradict him.’ The Times, May 19, 2007
(http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_entertainment/books/non-fiction/article1807640.ece).
of Ratzinger’s Jesus, a position raised by a number of Jewish and Christian
scholars as well.3 Although we do not have Professor Vermes here with us in
person, we do have his written reaction to Ratzinger’s Jesus of Nazareth
published in The Times in May 2007. As tribute to him I shall begin with
a quotation from this review: ‘The title, Jesus of Nazareth, not ‘Jesus, the
Son of God’ or something similar, seemed to imply that the Pope was one
of us, a seeker after historical truth.’ 
There seems to be a hint of disappointment in these words. The failed
hope that finally even the Pope, or at least this Pope, so deeply immersed in
the western thinking tradition with its emphasis on critical rationality, will
join the real ‘seeker[s] after historical truth’ by applying ‘modern historical
criticism’ to the study of Jesus. This hope was based on Ratzinger’s promise
in his preface that he ‘wanted to try to portray the Jesus of the Gospels as the
real, ‘historical’ Jesus in the strict sense of the word.’4 The conflict that be-
comes apparent here is between the terms ‘historical’ and ‘modern histori-
cal’. For Vermes, the meaning of ‘modern historical criticism’ is uniquely
tied to its particular scholarly developments over the last 200 years, which
he summarises pointedly: ‘For the benefit of readers not fully conversant
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with modern Jesus research, blind faith in the literal truth of the Gospels
ended, and enlightenment began, in the late 1800s.’5 He then gives a short
overview of the three major quests in the search for the historical Jesus and
highlights the stress laid upon the ‘“Jewish” Jesus’6 as the most distin-
guished mark of the current ‘third quest.’ Having eventually immersed it-
self into the ancient Jewish world, for the first time historical criticism has
taken a glimpse at the ‘Jesus of flesh and blood’. Although in this instance
Vermes avoids the adjective ‘real’, it is quite obvious that this is what he
means.7 As opposed to the real Jewish Jesus, Ratzinger’s ‘literal truth of the
Gospels’, or as one may put it in the light of the whole article, the re-shap-
ing of the Jewish Jesus within the foreign/pagan Greek tradition (which
implies much more than just the language and comes close to a distortion),
is thus exposed as historically wrong. Ratzinger’s Jesus as based on this dis-
torted ‘literal truth’ is no more than ‘the product of his musings’ and hardly
deserving of a scholarly reaction. ‘The Jesus of flesh and blood’ can be
found only within the ‘third quest’ and within ‘the original Semitic, Ara-
maic-Hebrew, cultural and religious traditions.’8
Vermes confronts the reader with a (too) simple alternative or di-
chotomy: on the one hand, ‘blind faith’ in the ‘divine Christ’ without a
‘modern critical’ methodology, which relegates its adherents to a pre-18th
century, unenlightened perspective; on the other hand, he offers the ‘au-
5 In a very similar way, Homolka, ‘Andachtsbild’, p. 84, presents (liberal) Judaism as a representative of the
enlightenment-tradition. Because of this it has a claim for the truth (‘Anspruch auf die Wahrheit’), whereas Chris-
tianity in the wake of Ratzinger’s Jesus does not.
6 I am not quite sure why Vermes puts ‘Jewish’ before Jesus in inverted commas.
7 Later in the article he talks outspokenly of the ‘real figure of the historical Jesus’, which is the one stripped
of all faith-based attributes.
8 Vermes places Ratzinger within the ‘second quest’, which flourished in ‘the years of Joseph Ratzinger’s
studies.’ This quest is dominated by ‘German professors, with Hellenistic expertise to deal with Greek Gospels but
without direct familiarity with the Jewish world of the age of Jesus.’ Only their replacement ‘by British and Amer-
ican scholars’ brought the decisive change for the better. This caricature-like black-and-white polemic is hard to ac-
cept. The seminal exploring of the Jewish context as an indispensable part of Jesus research started in the 19th
century in Germany and also inspired the ‘Wissenschaft des Judentums’. Geza Vermes acknowledges this not least
through the immense effort he invested in the revision of one of the most famous books on the Jewish context of
Early Christianity written by Emil Schürer (1844–1910), cf. G. Vermes, Providential Accidents: An Autobiography,
London: SCM 1998, pp. 176–9, cf. also R. Deines, Die Pharisäer: Ihr Verständnis im Spiegel der christlichen und
jüdischen Forschung seit Wellhausen und Graetz (WUNT 101), Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1997 (for Schürer see pp.
68–95). Even during the so-called ‘no quest’ and ‘second quest’-period, the deep and formative Jewish roots were
never lost out of sight in German scholarship. The fierce attempts of Walter Grundmann and others to de-judaize
Jesus and the early Christian tradition reflects this quite clearly, cf. R. Deines, ‘Jesus der Galiläer: Traditions-
geschichte und Genese eines antisemitischen Konstrukts bei Walter Grundmann’, in R. Deines, V. Leppin and K.-
W. Niebuhr (eds), Walter Grundmann. Ein Neutestamentler im Dritten Reich (Arbeiten zur Kirchen- und
Theologiegeschichte 21), Leipzig: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt 2007, pp. 43-131.
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9 Vermes, Providential Accidents, p. 170, describes his own journey as having grown out of ‘Christianity, with
its fundamental tenets of the Trinity, the divinity of Jesus, etc.’ For his ‘mature’ understanding of Jesus cf. 
pp. 210-24.
10 It is interesting to note the title Providential Accidents of Geza Vermes’ autobiography. With it he points to-
wards something unforeseeable in his own life, which in hindsight turns out to be meaningful for the future (cf. pp.
46-7, 62, 70, 78, 115, 125, 150, 227, 230-1). It is the experience of a seemingly hidden sense against all appearances
in the coincidences of life that lead people to think about a transempirical reality that is responsible for it. In this re-
spect, the notion of ‘providence’ sounds like a very cautious expression for an experience other people would con-
nect with a more religious terminology (what Vermes also did in his earlier years, pp. 45, 50). On one occasion,
when he describes his formal return to Judaism, Vermes provides an explanation (p. 170): ‘My religion had become
that of the ‘still small voice’ which those who listen can hear, as did the prophet Elija (I Kings 19.12), the voice of
an existential God, acting in and through people, who stood behind all the providential accidents of my life.’
thentic Jesus’ removed ‘of the mystery enveloping the church’s Christ’.
Thus, Vermes contends that ‘the historical Jesus’ should be seen as a
‘Galilean itinerant healer, exorcist and preacher’ – and nothing more. The
‘real figure of the historical Jesus’ is not and cannot be identified on a his-
torical level with ‘the divine Christ of faith’, as Pope Benedict argues at
length. Vermes writes:
As a final comment, may I, after a lifetime of study of Judaism and
early Christianity and in the light of hundreds of letters inspired by my
books, voice the conviction that the powerful, inspirational and, above
all, real figure of the historical Jesus is able to exercise a profound influ-
ence on our age, especially on people who are no longer impressed by tra-
ditional Christianity. While scholarly exegesis removes some of the
mystery enveloping the church’s Christ, it does not throw out the baby
with the bathwater. Contrary to Pope Benedict’s forebodings, the world
would welcome this authentic Jesus.
The ‘real’ Jesus for Vermes is the Galilean man. And he shows no sym-
pathy whatsoever for the Pope’s approach in adding anything ‘metaphysical’
to him.9 It would have been interesting to ask him what he thinks about the
possibility of an active role of God within the reality of this world. Assum-
ing we set aside for a moment the question of Jesus himself, what would the
answer be? Has God ever acted in Israel’s history? If so, how? And how
would we know it? How can we describe in historical terms the lasting im-
print of God’s action in history?10 If anything it is the Jewish heritage of the
Christian faith that rejects the deistic assumption of a distant God removed
from the world, and speaks instead of the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Ja-
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cob, the God of the living and not the dead, the One who continually en-
gages with his creation in giving and receiving. Jews and Christians alike
(and, as we might add, Muslims as well) are all confronted with the question
of how to correlate their belief in the one God who acts in history with a sec-
ular scientific understanding of the world whose scholarly methodology
brackets any suggestion of divine intervention from the outset.11
The liberation of Jesus research from the ‘self-limitations of
rational positivism’12
Therefore, as my main thesis, I would suggest that the immanent and
implicitly (albeit often unintentionally) anti-religious secularist dogma is
the primary target of Ratzinger’s critique in his book, Jesus of Nazareth. The
attempt to reconcile faith and history constitutes an important element of
Joseph Ratzinger’s intellectual biography (see below). That he chose a book
on Jesus to bring his thoughts on this point to a conclusion is, from this
standpoint, clearly understandable. According to the Christian faith, in
the life of Jesus, God has made himself actively present in an unsurpassable
and decisive way. It is here that the theological truth claim is to be formu-
lated and demonstrated, that God is inseparably part of this world’s reality.
In pursuing this line of argumentation, Ratzinger addresses, as it seems,
two different audiences:
On the one side, there are public secularists in politics and society who
seek to liberate the present culture from religious influences. His ‘Subiaco
Address’ delivered in 2005, effectively summarises Benedict’s engagement
with them. In it he confronts ‘the secularists’ directly, proposing that they
should try to understand and to estimate what it means to live under the
11 Cf. Th. Söding, ‘Notwendige Geschichtswahrheiten: Ratzingers Hermeneutik und die exegetische Jesus-
forschung’, in J.-H. Tück (ed.), Annäherungen an „Jesus von Nazareth“: Das Buch des Papstes in der Diskussion, Ost -
fildern: Grünewald, 2007, pp. 57-79 (59-61). For the development that ‘history’ was connected with the ‘natural,
temporal, profane, material, this-worldly, public, social, state-related, reason-dependent, scientific, objective, ra-
tional, modern, and masculine, as well as simple secular’ see C. T. McIntire, ‘Transcending Dichotomies in His-
tory and Religion’, History and Theory 45 (2006), pp. 80–92 (quote p. 84).
12 Ratzinger used this expression in ‘The Subiaco Address’ delivered at the Convent of Saint Scholastica,
Subiaca, Italy, 1 April 2005, as well as in ‘The Regensburg Address’ delivered at the University of Regensburg
(Ratisbon), Germany, 12 September 2006. Both texts are available as appendices I-II in T. Rowland, Ratzinger’s
Faith: The Theology of Pope Benedict XVI, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008, pp. 156-65 (quote p. 161); 
pp. 166-174 (quote p. 171).
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13 ‘The Subiaco Address’, p. 164. For the use of the phrase veluti si Deus daretur see also J. Ratzinger, Chris-
tianity and the Crisis of Cultures. Translated by B. McNeil, San Francisco, Ignatius Press, 2006, p. 51. Ratzinger’s
concern is put into a catchy phrase by R. Miggelbrink, ‘Historische Kategorien in der Christologie: Überlegungen
im Anschluss an „Jesus von Nazareth“ von Benedikt XVI.’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wis-
senschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 147-52 (151): ‘Wenn Gott Mensch wird und mithin die
Geschichte nicht in Ruhe lässt, kriegt die Geschichte keine Ruhe vor ihm.’ The opposite opinion can be found in
the same book as well, namely that God, even if he exists, has nothing to add to the modern world and is there-
fore not relevant at all, see B. Ogan, ‘„Jesus von Nazareth“: Ein Mystagoge als Glaubenshüter’, in H. Häring (ed.),
„Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 291-306 (305).
14 Although this is strongly denied by Vermes, who wrote: ‘The Pope was engaged not in academic research but
in a series of meditations on the Gospels for his own and his reader’s edification. The efficacy of these meditations can-
not be judged by academic criteria.’ Similar verdicts can be found in other reviews and statements as well, cf. G. Lüde-
mann, Das Jesusbild des Papstes: Über Joseph Ratzingers kühnen Umgang mit den Quellen. Springe: zu Klampen Verlag,
2007 (2nd ed. 2007, ET: Eyes That See Not: The Pope Looks at Jesus, Santa Rosa, Calif., 2008), 150, the first of the ten
demurs against the book. But even those with more sympathy struggle with the genre of the book, cf. e.g. Richard 
B. Hays, ‘Benedict and the Biblical Jesus’, First Things, No. 175 (2007), pp. 49-53 (49); J. Pock, ‘Wissenschaftliche Ab-
handlung oder Verkündigungsrede? Zum Jesusbuch von Joseph Ratzinger/Benedikt XVI.’, in H. Häring (ed.), 
„Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 169-76. For a description of the tension
between the spiritual exegesis of the Pope (‘Geistliche Schriftlesung’) and the scientific exegesis of New Testament 
scholarship cf. Th. Söding, ‘Vom Jordan bis zum Tabor: Mit dem Papstbuch auf den Spuren Jesu’Th. Söding (ed.), Ein
Weg zu Jesus, Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 17-34 (28-33). Söding mentions, and rightly so, that the Pope’s book needs
fair and constructive criticism by New Testament scholarship because he is first and foremost a systematic theologian
who does exegesis as such (33). What Söding neglected to say is that exegetes should take the criticism of the 
systematic theologian into account as well. His assertion that exegetes are more cautious with their theological state-
ments because of the methodological constrains of a historical approach needs at least some qualifications insofar that
exegetes are often not at all reluctant and cautious in their negative statements about what the historical Jesus was not.
15 The quote is actually a quote of the Byzantine emperor Manuel II Paleologus; for the text see Rowland,
Ratzinger’s Faith, p. 168. With good reasons Thomas Söding praises the book as ‘großes Plädoyer für die Freiheit
des Glaubens, für aufgeklärte Religiosität und für Klarheit im interreligiösen Dialog’, ‘Vorwort’, in Th. Söding
(ed.), Ein Weg zu Jesus, Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 9-13 (10).
assumption veluti si Deus daretur (‘as if God existed’) instead of the widely
held etsi Deus non daretur.13
On the other side, the Pope obviously saw the need to challenge con-
temporary Jesus scholarship as well. His book is not primarily, as Vermes
puts it, ‘a series of meditations on the Gospels for his own and his readers’
edification’, but, quite the opposite, it is ‘engaged in academic research’ and
therefore open to ‘be judged by academic criteria’14. So besides all precau-
tions, his book begins with a distinctively scholarly claim. It deals purpose-
fully, vigorously, and polemically with methodological questions regarding
Jesus and earliest Christianity. By abdicating his papal authority and writing
in his own name, Ratzinger underscores his concern to advance a genuinely
dialogical engagement with historical scholarship within Theology. He ob-
viously avoids appeals to his ecclesial power because, as he said in his Re-
gensburg Address, ‘violent conversion … is contrary to God’s nature.’ And:
‘Whoever would lead someone to faith needs the ability to speak well and to
reason properly, without violence and threats.’15 Therefore I cannot see his
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book as a serious encroachment upon scholarly liberty, at least for Catholic
scholars, as some see the disciplining power of the magisterium looming be-
hind the horizon.16 I see it much more as an invitation for more clarity and
reflection about our methodological approaches to the texts of a faith-tradi-
tion which witnesses to God’s action in this world.17
To sharpen his point, Ratzinger argues that the Christ of faith and the his-
torical Jesus are inseparably one, not just from the perspective of faith, but out
of historical reasons as well (e.g. pp. 300–3). What the Christian faith confesses
about Jesus’ intimate closeness and relatedness with the Father during his
earthly life (based on his being with him before it), is true also in a historical
sense, which means that Jesus’ ‘communion with the Father… is the true cen-
ter of his personality; without it, we cannot understand him at all’ (xiv). The
phrase consubstantial (homooúsios), coined by the Nicean Creed, is in line
with, and an adequate rendering of the way in which Jesus was ‘putting him-
self on an equal footing with the living God himself’ (p. 303), which was already
visible for the disciples before Easter ‘in Jesus’ way of speaking with the Father’,
which was ‘incomparably new and different’ from all others (p. 355). Benedict
is frank enough to claim this understanding as ‘Konstruktionspunkt’ (the Ger-
man expression which is so frequently referred to yet is difficult to render
faithfully in translation) of his approach to the historical Jesus at the outset in
his preface (xiv). In reviews this is often addressed as a ‘Johannine approach’ to
the historical Jesus because of Ratzinger’s intense use of Johannine texts to cir-
cumstantiate this presupposition and to illustrate it within the life of the his-
torical Jesus. With this approach he conflicts with one of the most basic and
well established premises of modern Jesus research, namely that the Gospel of
John has hardly anything to contribute to the reconstruction of the life and
teaching of Jesus.18 But even if one agrees that John needs to be treated differ-
16 For example G. Hasenhüttl, ‘Jesus von Nazareth – Wie sieht ihn Papst Benedikt XVI.?’, available from:
http://www.uni-saarland.de/fak3/hasenhuettl/beitraege.htm; F. Nault, ‘Der Jesus der Geschichte’, in H. Häring (ed.),
„Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 103-121 (104-5). For Ratzinger’s own
viewpoint see the speech he delivered on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the Pontifical Biblical Commission
‘Relationship between Magisterium and Exegetes’ (available at http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/
cfaith/pcb_documents/rc_con_cfaith_doc_20030510_ratzinger-commobible_en.html).
17 For a further exploration of this question see my ‘Das Erkennen von Gottes Handeln bei Matthäus’, in J.
Frey, H. Lichtenberger and S. Krauter (eds), Heil und Geschichte (Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen
Testament), Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck (due to appear 2009).
18 As one result of the first quest for the historical Jesus, ‘the Fourth Gospel had been effectively knocked out
of the quest’, J. D. G. Dunn, Jesus Remembered (Christianity in the Making 1), Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003,
p. 41. This is more or less true for the third quest as well as ‘few scholars would regard John as a source for infor-
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mation regarding Jesus’ life and ministry in any degree comparable to the Synoptics’ (pp. 165-6). Dunn’s rule of
thumb for his own treatment of the Gospel of John is widely representative (p. 167): ‘That is to say, the Synoptic tra-
dition provides something of a norm for the recognition of the oldest traditions. In what follows, therefore, we shall
certainly want to call upon John’s Gospel as a source, but mostly as a secondary source to supplement or corrobo-
rate the testimony of the Synoptic tradition.’ In other words what is not in the Synoptics cannot be historical. An
exception from this lack of use of John’s Gospel are the studies of R. Bauckham, who sees the Gospel as the testi-
mony of an eyewitness, however, one ‘from outside the circles from which other Gospel traditions largely derive’: 
R. Bauckham, Jesus and the Eyewitnesses: The Gospels as Eyewitness Testimony, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Cambridge,
U.K.: Eerdmans, 2006, pp. 358-411 (quote p. 411), cf. also id., ‘John for Readers of Mark’ in R. Bauckham (ed.),
The Gospels for All Christians: Rethinking the Gospel Audiences, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Cambridge, U.K.: Eerdmans,
1998, pp. 147-71; id., ‘Historiographical Characteristics of the Gospel of John’, NTS 53 (2007), pp. 17-36.
19 Cf. e.g. Dunn, Jesus Remembered, pp. 702-4; J. Frey, ‘Historisch - kanonisch - kirchlich: Zum Jesusbild Joseph
Ratzingers’, in Th. Söding (ed.), Das Jesus-Buch des Papstes: Die Antwort der Neutestamentler. Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp.
43-53 (52); D. Sänger, ‘Rehistorisierung der Christologie? Anmerkungen zu einem angestrebten Paradigmenwechsel’, in
Th. Söding (ed.), Das Jesus-Buch des Papstes: Die Antwort der Neutestamentler. Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 110-120 (118);
M. Hengel, Studies in Early Christology, Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1995 (new ed. London, New York: T & T Clark In-
ternational, 2004), ix–x (and throughout the book); L. Hurtado, Lord Jesus Christ: Devotion to Jesus in Earliest Christian-
ity. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans 2003; id., How on Earth Did Jesus Become a God? Historical Questions about Earliest
Devotion to Jesus, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Cambridge, U.K.: Eerdmans, 2005. For a challenging approach to the widely
held consensus that the synoptic Gospels do not attest to the notion of the pre-existence of Jesus see S. J. Gathercole, The
Pre-existent Son: Recovering the Christologies of Matthew, Mark, and Luke, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Cambridge, U.K.: Eerd-
mans, 2006. Furthermore, it is noteworthy to add that the notion of a very early High Christology (embodied already
in the pre-Easter Jesus) does not at all mean a break with Jewish traditions. For this, besides the works of Hengel and
Hurtado, see also W. Horbury, Jewish Messianism and the Cult of Christ, London: SCM Press, 1989 (esp. pp. 78-108).
20 ‘Gerade die johanneische Christologie hat ihre letzte Wurzel in Jesu Sohnesbewußtsein.’ M. Hengel, A.
M. Schwemer, Jesus und das Judentum (Geschichte des frühen Christentums vol. I), Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck,
2007, p. 544 (cf. pp. 237-40; 542-4). For the discussion between Hengel and Ratzinger see Ratzinger, Jesus of
Nazareth, pp. 220-1, 227-30. For the discussion about John see below n. 41 as well.
21 I owe this term to A. C. Thiselton, The Hermeneutics on Doctrine, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Cambridge,
U.K.: Eerdmans, 2007, pp. 39, 376-83 and often (see Index of subjects, s.v. ‘truth-claims, ontological’). A lot
might be learned from the helpful chapter entitled ‘Hermeneutical Approaches to Christology’ (pp. 376-413, see
esp. pp. 395-407: ‘A Failed Debate within Reductionist Horizons’).
ently as a source for Jesus’ life and teaching, it should be noted that
Ratzinger’s ‘Konstruktionspunkt’ is not the Johannine Christ but the close
relation between Jesus and God. For this he could have drawn on a number
of reputable scholarly positions which acknowledge even on the basis of the
Synoptics and their rigorous historical-critical evaluation that Jesus acted in
such a way and with such an authority that linked him very closely to
God.19 Even Martin Hengel, who is much more cautious than Ratzinger in
the use of John as a source for the earthly Jesus, summarised his lifelong en-
gagement with this question by concluding that ‘Johannine Christology
has its ultimate root in Jesus’ self-awareness as God’s son’20. What Ratzinger
does is to take as his starting point an inherited tradition about Jesus’ rela-
tion to God, because he is convinced not least for historical reasons ad-
vanced by many scholars from very different scholarly milieus that the
traditional faith correctly formulates an ‘ontological truth-claim’21. Follow-
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ing an ostensibly circular argument, he then attempts to go one step fur-
ther: if the understanding of Jesus inherited from the tradition can be cor-
roborated with historical evidence, then it is legitimate to integrate the
transempirical elements of the ontological claims about Jesus into the his-
torical question as well (cf. xiii–xiv). But to do this, the prevailing histori-
cal methodology needs to be challenged22 in a way that ‘the limits of the
historical-critical method itself ’ (xvi) are recognised, whereas ‘limits’ is used
with respect to the philosophical and dogmatic propositions inherent to
the method.23 He then describes what he sees as the limits (which are not
totally convincing to my mind24) of the historical-critical methods and
22 For a sympathetic reflection of Ratzinger’s argumentation and concern, but at the same time critical to his
judgments against the historical-critical method, see Th. Marschler, ‘Joseph Ratzinger als Interpret der „Mysterien
des Lebens Jesu”’, in H. Hoping and M. Schulz (eds), Jesus und der Papst: Systematische Reflexionen zum Jesus-Buch
des Papstes, Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 90–100. Ratzinger’s ‘innovative use of the term “historical”’ is discussed in
the same volume by M. Schulz, ‘Das Gebet des Herrn. Fundamentaltheologische Überlegungen zu Ratzingers Ge-
bets-Christologie’, pp. 60-71 (64-5). For a more critical summary of what can labelled as Ratzinger’s methodology,
see M. Theobald, ‘Die vier Evangelien und der eine Jesus von Nazareth: Erwägungen zum Jesus-Buch von Joseph
Ratzinger/Benedikt XVI.’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit,
2008, pp. 7-35, esp. pp. 9-16 (the article appeared first in Theologische Quartalschrift 187 [2007], pp. 157-82).
23 One can observe that Ratzinger struggles with the historical-critical method throughout his scholarly ca-
reer, cf. Rowland, Ratzinger’s Faith, pp. 48–65; R. Voderholzer, ‘Überlegungen zur „impliziten Dogmatik“ im An-
schluss an Kapitel zwei und drei’, in H. Hoping and M. Schulz (eds), Jesus und der Papst: Systematische Reflexionen
zum Jesus-Buch des Papstes, Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 25-37 (30–1); some of the programmatic statements are
easily accessible in J. Ratzinger, God’s Word: Scripture – Tradition – Office (ed. by P. Hünermann and Th. Söding),
San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2008. And it is precisely at this point where most New Testament scholars see the
need for a strong kind of overall defence (see below pp. 37-42). The given limitations of this approach with its
methodological inaptness to grasp transempirical realities is hardly ever taken into consideration, but see the re-
marks by e.g. Frey, ‘Jesusbild’, p. 45; Karl-Wilhelm Niebuhr, ‘Der biblische Jesus Christus. Zu Joseph Ratzingers
Jesus-Buch’, in Th. Söding (ed.), Das Jesus-Buch des Papstes: Die Antwort der Neutestamentler. Freiburg: Herder,
2007, pp. 99-109 (100-1), and below n. 50.
24 The problem I see is that Ratzinger defines historical research within a secular paradigm when he writes
that ‘the historical method… has to investigate the biblical word as a thing of the past, but also has to let it remain
in the past’, and further: ‘it [the historical method] presupposes the uniformity of the context within which the
events of history unfold’ (xvi–xvii). With this statement Ratzinger accepts that historical investigation has to fol-
low the line of Ernst Troeltsch (cf. Söding, ‘Notwendige Geschichtswahrheiten’, pp. 72-3). And along these lines
historical analysis ‘must… treat the biblical words it investigates as human words’ (xvii; note the ‘must’ in the quote
which implies the acceptance of the secular dogma which he otherwise tries and wants to overcome). Therefore he
seeks for additions to this method, as if a secular methodology could made suitable for a theological usage by some
transhistorical addendas only. To overcome the limitations of the historical-critical approach, he advocates a
‘canonical exegesis’ (xviii) based on a history of tradition through which ‘the word gradually unfolds its inner po-
tentialities’ (xix). Additionally, he formulates a ‘christological hermeneutic, which sees Jesus Christ as the key to the
whole and learns from him how to understand the Bible as a unity’. But this is based, as he makes clear, on an ‘act
of faith’ and therefore cannot ‘be the conclusion of a purely historical method’ (xix). Again, this is a terminology
and self-limitation which does not seem wholly convincing. Why is ‘faith’, understood as a specific, precisely de-
fined approach to reality, incongruent with a sound historical approach? What effectively makes the difference be-
tween a faith-based historical method and the so-called ‘purely historical method’? The latter is – unspoken but
clearly - the methodologically atheistic approach that assumes that God does not exist; or, even if he exists, is not
acting within history; or, even if he acts, his involvement is scientifically not verifiable and therefore not ‘real’ but
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‘just’ faith. Carefully camouflaged in the scientific approach is a dogmatic claim which requires a kind of faith or
belief not better or worse than the assumption that God exists and as the creator, enters his creation within history
on the way to achieving his goal with his creation. 
25 Cf. esp. P. Stuhlmacher, ‘Joseph Ratzingers Jesus-Buch – ein bedeutsamer geistlicher Wegweiser’, in J.-H.
Tück (ed.), Annäherungen an „Jesus von Nazareth“: Das Buch des Papstes in der Diskussion, Ostfildern: Matthias-
Grünewald-Verlag, 2007, pp. 21-30 (22-5). Stuhlmacher highlights the similarities between Adolf Schlatter’s and
Ratzinger’s approach (n. 2) with respect to faith as enabling rather than blurring historical understanding. But with
this, so Stuhlmacher, Ratzinger has to go beyond the boundaries of critical historical reason (‘die Grenzen der kri-
tischen historischen Vernunft’, p. 25). Stuhlmacher seems to accept that a faith-based, reasonable historical state-
ment cannot be presented as ‘wissenschaftlich’. Here lies in my eyes one of the fundamental disagreements between
Ratzinger and those exegetes who are on the whole very sympathetic to his approach. That Schlatter has indeed an
influence on Ratzinger is attested by J.-H. Tück, ‘Auch der Sohn gehört in das Evangelium: Das Jesus-Buch Joseph
Ratzingers als Anti-These zu Adolf von Harnack’, in J.-H. Tück (ed.), Annäherungen an »Jesus von Nazareth«: Das
Buch des Papstes in der Diskussion. Ostfildern: Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, 2007, pp. 155-181 (179-181).
26 Jesus 35-6; cf. J. Ratzinger/Benedikt XVI., Salz der Erde: Christentum und katholische Kirche im neuen
Jahrtausend. Ein Gespräch mit Peter Seewald, München: Heyne, 92007 (1st edn 1996, ET: Salt of the Earth: The Church
at the End of the Millenium. An Interview with Peter Seewald, San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1997), p. 174 (ET 163):
what should be added to them to make them capable of understanding ‘the
Jesus of the Gospels as the real, ‘historical’ Jesus in the strict sense of the
word.’ What he wants to show is ‘that this Jesus – the Jesus of the Gospels –
is a historically plausible and convincing figure’ (xxii). In other words: the
historical Jesus and the Christ of faith need to be kept together: isolated from
each other neither is ‘true’. This provocative declaration implies that the man
Jesus was, from the beginning, the eternal Son of the Father; he was truly di-
vine as truly man. ‘This’, Ratzinger acknowledges, ‘requires faith’, but a faith,
he hastens to add, that does not ‘give up serious engagement with history’
(xxiii).25 The challenge he sees himself confronted with is that to connect
faith and history again, a fundamental dogma of modern worldview has to be
turned down, namely the dogma that God cannot act in history:
The common practice today is to measure the Bible against the so-
called modern worldview, whose fundamental dogma is that God cannot
act in history – that everything to do with God is to be relegated to the
domain of subjectivity. | And so the Bible no longer speaks of God, the
living God; no, now we alone speak and decide what God can do and
what we will and should do. And the Antichrist, with an air of scholarly
excellence, tells us that any exegesis that reads the Bible from the per-
spective of faith in the living God, in order to listen to what God has to
say, is fundamentalism; he wants to convince us that only his kind of ex-
egesis, the supposedly purely scientific kind, in which God says nothing
and has nothing to say, is able to keep abreast of the times.26
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With this he hits upon a sensitive nerve of the self-understanding of
many exegetes and historians who deal with Jesus.27 And he underlines his
intention to touch this point quite clearly, when he describes the uncondi-
tioned use of the historical-critical method as problematic for the Christian
faith. The fact that Ratzinger referred again to Vladimir Soloviev’s (or
Solovyov, 1853–1900) ‘Antichrist’, to whom the Tübingen Protestant The-
ological Faculty offered an honorary doctoral degree in appreciation of a
‘mature work on biblical criticism’, has been received as highly offensive
and is mentioned negatively in many of the reactions I have seen.28 How-
ever, I am not quite sure if all who felt offended actually read the passage in
question in context.29 There, in the attempt of the world leader to win over
‘What could be warranted scientifically became the highest criterion. But this led to a diktat of the so-called mod-
ern world-view – clearly visible in Bultmann. This world-view takes a very dogmatic posture and excludes inter-
ventions of God in the world, such as miracles and revelation. Man can indeed have religion, but it lies in the
subjective sphere and can therefore have no objective dogmatic contents that are binding on all; in this view,
dogma in general seems to contradict man’s reason.’ Cf. also p. 226 (ET 211), where Ratzinger describes as modern
consensus ‘God no longer counts, even if he should exist’. Similarly, see also p. 137 (ET 128).
27 However, Ratzinger receives support from systematic scholars who are still interested in (although often
frustrated by) exegesis out of the insight that the biblical texts are at the heart of all theological thinking in a Chris-
tian context, cf. i.a. H. Hoping, “Die Anfänge der Christologie im Leben Jesu,” in H. Hoping and M. Schulz
(eds), Jesus und der Papst: Systematische Reflexionen zum Jesus-Buch des Papstes, Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 113-24; 
F. Meier-Hamidi, ‘„Wer mich gesehen hat, hat den Vater gesehen“ (Joh 19,4): Durchblicke auf die Christologie im
Hintergrund des Jesus-Buches Joseph Ratzingers/Benedikts XVI.’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der
wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 61–69;  H. Zaborowski, ‘„Historische Vernunft“: Jesus von
Nazareth – jenseits der Dialektik von „Kampf gegen die Geschichte“ und „Auslieferung an die Geschichte“’, in 
J.-H. Tück (ed.), Annäherungen an „Jesus von Nazareth“: Das Buch des Papstes in der Diskussion. Ostfildern:
Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, 2007, pp. 143-154.
28 Already in 1988, Ratzinger began his Erasmus lecture ‘Biblical Interpretation in Conflict’ (see below n. 29)
with a reminder to Soloviev’s A Brief Tale about the Antichrist. The text is available in English translation in V. S.
Soloviev, Politics, Law, and Morality. Essays, edited and translated by Vladimir Wozniuk. Foreword by Gary Saul
Morson, New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2000, pp. 264–289, 319–320 (notes). For a German edi-
tion with detailed introductions, additions and notes see W. Solowjew, Kurze Erzählung vom Antichrist. Translated
and annotated by Ludolf Müller (Quellen und Studien zur russischen Geistesgeschichte 1), Donauwörth: Erich
Wewel Verlag, 92002. Cf. further Axel Schwaiger, Christliche Geschichtsdeutung in der Moderne: Eine Untersuchung
zum Geschichtsdenken von Juan Donoso Cortés, Ernst von Lasaulx und Vladimir Soloviev in der Zusammenschau
christlicher Historiographieentwicklung (Philosophische Schriften 41). Berlin: Duncker und Humblot, 2001.
29 This is true for Ratzinger as well. In the Erasmus lecture he let the Antichrist say ‘he had earned his doc-
torate in theology at Tübingen and had written an exegetical work which was recognized as pioneering in the
field’, J. Ratzinger, ‘Biblical Interpretation in Crisis: On the Question of the Foundations and Approaches of Ex-
egesis Today,’ in Richard John Neuhaus (ed.), Biblical Interpretation in Crisis: The Ratzinger Conference on Bible and
Church. Essays by Joseph Ratzinger, Paul T. Stallsworth, Raymond E. Brown, William H. Lazareth, George Lind-
beck (The Encounter Series 9), Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1989, pp. 1-23 (originally delivered as an Eras-
mus Lecture at St. Peter’s Lutheran Church in New York City on 27 January 1988). An expanded version of this
lecture is J. Ratzinger, “Schriftauslegung im Widerstreit: Zur Frage nach Grundlagen und Weg der Exegese heute”,
in J. Ratzinger, Schriftauslegung im Widerstreit (Quaestiones Disputatae 117), Freiburg: Herder, 1989, 
pp. 15-44, ET availabe as “Biblical Interpretation in Conflict: The Questions of the Basic Principles and Path of
Exegesis Today” in J. Ratzinger, God’s Word: Scripture-Tradition-Office. Edited by P. Hünermann and Th. Söding,
translated by H. Taylor, San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2008, pp. 91–126. Here the remark on the Antichrist’s
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Tübingen doctorate is slightly modified (“he has been awarded a doctorate in theology at Tübingen and that he has
written an exegetical work recognized by experts as groundbreaking”) but this is still not exactly what the story says.
30 Ratzinger, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 41.
the three main Christian traditions, Orthodoxy, Catholicism, and Protes-
tantism, he gathered a council of all Christians by showing his sympathies
to their specific traditions. After the Orthodox’ and the Catholics, he finally
addressed the Protestant representative at the council, a German theolo-
gian, Professor Ernst Pauli, with the words:
I know, dear Christians, that there are also those among you who hold
more precious than anything in Christianity personal conviction in truth
and free inquiry into Scripture. There is no need for Me to expand on My
own views on the subject. Perhaps you know that still in early youth I wrote
a mature work on biblical criticism, which at the time created a stir and es-
tablished the beginning of My reputation. And probably in memory of this,
Tübingen University just recently sent Me an invitation to receive from
them an honorary Doctor of Theology diploma. I have given the order to
reply that I accept with pleasure and gratitude. And today together with
that museum of Christian archaeology, I have signed into law a provision
for a World Institute for the Free Investigation of Holy Scripture from
every possible angle and leading in every possible direction; it will also allow
for the study of all auxiliary subjects, with an annual budget of one and a
half billion marks. Whosoever among you shares My spiritual disposition in
their heart and can in clear conscience recognize Me as his Sovereign
Leader, I ask to come up here to the new Doctor of Theology. (p. 281)
The point of comparison is, as I see it, that the Antichrist in Soloviev’s
story grants the three major Christian traditions whatever they longed for
on the condition that they accepted him as their ‘true Leader and Lord’
(p. 280). The programmatic writing of the ‘Antichrist’ in this story is a
book entitled The Open Way to Universal Peace and Prosperity (p. 271). The
way Ratzinger summarises this book brings us to the centre of what he has
in mind with his reference to Soloviev: ‘This book becomes something of
a new Bible, whose real message is the worship of well-being and rational
planning.’30 For the sake of human well-being, understood in secular
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terms, faith and religion need to accept their allocated reservation. For
Ratzinger, this is precisely the situation Christianity faces in the present po-
litical and cultural climate in the western world: ‘Faith and religions are
now directed toward political goals. … Religion matters only insofar as it
can serve that objective.’31 It is this utilitarian encroachment of religion in
general but also of Jesus that he seeks to overcome. This might be one of
the reasons why he was so reluctant to focus more on the social and hu-
manitarian dimension of Jesus’ ministry (see below n. 65). In a secular so-
ciety, care for the needy and the improvement of social cohesion is what is
left as a responsibility for the church. Within these boundaries Jesus is wel-
come. But only within these boundaries. In a discussion with Ratzinger in
2004, the secular philosopher Jürgen Habermas argued similarly that if the
Church accepts wholeheartedly ‘the normative expectation of the liberal
state’ with its ‘egalitarian societal morality’, then the state has good reason
to offer the Church public influence in return.32 In the story of Soloviev,
most adherents of the three Christian traditions are willing to accept the
‘emperor’ as their ‘true Leader and Lord.’ But the heads of them, the Elder
John, Pope Peter II, and even the German professor Pauli, all remained
seated.33 The Elder John gave the answer for them and it seems that this an-
swer lies very close to the heart of the present Pope as well:
Great sovereign! Most precious to us in Christianity is Christ Him-
self — He Himself and everything that comes from Him. For we know
31 Ratzinger, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 54-5; cf. Voderholzer, ‘Überlegungen’, p. 26.
32 ‘And since the liberal state depends on a political integration of the citizens which goes beyond a mere
modus vivendi, the differentiation of these various memberships must be more than an accommodation of the re-
ligious ethos to laws imposed by the secular society in such a way that religion no longer makes any cognitive
claims. Rather, the universalistic legal order and the egalitarian societal morality must be inherently connected to
the fellowship ethos in such a way that the one consistently proceeds from the other… The normative expectation
of the liberal state vis-à-vis the religious fellowships accords with their own interests, since this gives these fellow-
ships the possibility of bringing their own influence to bear on society as a whole, via the public political sphere.’
Jürgen Habermas, in Jürgen Habermas and Joseph Ratzinger, The Dialectics of Secularization: On Reason and Re-
ligion, San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2007, pp. 48-9 (ET of Dialektik der Säkularisierung: Über Vernunft und Reli-
gion. Ed. by F. Schuller, transl. by Brian McNeil, Freiburg, Basel, Wien: Herder, 2005). Habermas underlined this
pre-condition in J. Habermas, Ein Bewusstsein von dem, was fehlt: Über Glauben und Wissen und den Defätismus der
modernen Vernunft, K. Wenzel (ed.), Die Religionen und die Vernunft: Die Debatte um die Regensburger Vorlesung des
Papstes, Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 47-56 (48, 54-5).
33 It is sometimes questioned why Benedict’s Jesus of Nazareth does not present itself as a more Catholic
book. The reason might be seen in these three representatives of the major Christian expressions of faith. Jesus is
what keeps all Christian traditions together but likewise, all three face the same challenges by modernity and post-
modernity. Therefore Benedict’s book is indeed an ecumenical document.
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34 Cf. Ratzinger, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 257, where he describes the longing of the modern world to get rid of
God. Some reviewers complain about Ratzinger’s too negative reception of modernity and its achievements with
respect to freedom and individual liberty, cf. e.g. M. Striet, ‘Subtext Neuzeitkritik: Zur Jesus-Wahrnehmung
Joseph Ratzingers’, in J.-H. Tück (ed.), Annäherungen an „Jesus von Nazareth“: Das Buch des Papstes in der Diskus-
sion. Ostfildern: Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, 2007, pp. 129-142.
35 Cf. Joseph Kardinal Ratzinger, Aus meinem Leben: Erinnerungen (1927-1977), München: Deutsche Ver-
lags-Anstalt, 1998, p. 58, where he claims that ‘exegesis was always at the heart of his theological agenda’. On his con-
cerns about ‘The broken bond between Church and Scripture’ see J. Ratzinger and Vittorio Messori, The Ratzinger
Report: An Exclusive Interview on the State of the Church. Translated by S. Attanasio and G. Harrison, San Franciscus,
Ignatius Press, 1985, pp. 74-76. For Ratzinger, access to exegesis was never separated from the liturgy of the Church
in which Christ was fully present in his divine and human nature. In other words: an exegete who experiences the
risen Jesus as present in the eucharist cannot explain the New Testament with a methodology that does not allow
God to be actively present. For this connection between exegesis and liturgy see ibid. p. 64. But liturgy is threatened
by the same atheism as exegesis, namely being understood and celebrated as if God does not exist (etsi Deus non dare-
tur), ibid. p. 174. Cf. further J. Ratzinger, ‘The Presence of the Lord in the Sacrament: The Real Presence of Christ
in the Eucharistic Sacrament’ in id., God is Near Us: The Eucharist, the Heart of Life. Edited by Stephan Otto Horn
and Vinzenz Pfnur. San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2003, pp. 74-93, as well as the other texts in this collection.
that in Him dwells all the fullness of corporeal Divinity. But from you also,
sir, we are ready to receive every blessing if only in your generous hand we
recognize the Holy Hand of Christ. And in response to your question,
What can you do for us? – here is our straightforward answer: confess here
now before us Jesus Christ the Son of God, who came in the flesh, rose
from the dead, and will come again – confess Him, and we will receive you
with love as the true precursor of His Second Glorious Coming. (p. 282)
‘We know that in Him dwells all the fullness of corporeal Divinity.’ For
Ratzinger, this is threatened. Threatened by secularism’s utilitarian subjugation
of faith traditions, and threatened by a kind of Babylonian captivity of modern
Jesus research within the limits of the enlightenment paradigm. Both threats
are closely related. If God wasn’t present in Jesus and consequently did not par-
ticipate in history, then there is no need to be concerned about God in the pre-
sent and the future at all.34 But if God did indeed act once and for all in Jesus,
one needs to think differently about the present and the future. This must be
seen as the core message Ratzinger seeks to reclaim: first of all within Chris-
tianity itself, and here in turn especially within the theological disciplines. And
the most natural starting point for it should be within biblical studies. In short,
it was virtually unavoidable for Ratzinger to write a Jesus book.35
In the light of his work which spans over half a century, this does not
come as a surprise if one realises how the problem of faith and history, or of
revelation and history, pervades his scholarly and spiritual legacy from the
beginning.
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The inseparability of faith from history in the work of Ratzinger
Before addressing the different kind of reactions Ratzinger’s Jesus book
received, it is necessary to look at the basic conviction of his work, namely
that God acts in this world in a discernable and therefore describable way.
While reading through the vast amount of literature dealing with Joseph
Ratzinger and/or Pope Benedict XVI in preparation for this lecture, I
found one characterisation of his work and thinking which can help to ex-
plain why this Pope felt such an urgent need to write a historical book on
Jesus. The quote is from Avery Cardinal Dulles SJ and is repeated affirma-
tively in Tracey Rowland’s very recent book, Ratzinger’s Faith (p. 47):
Whereas Rahner found revelation and salvation primarily in the in-
ward movements of the human spirit, Ratzinger finds them in historical
events attested by Scripture and the Fathers.36
The crucial elements in this sentence for our concern are ‘historical
events’, and ‘attested by scripture.’ No-one, not even the most radical athe-
istic reader of the Bible would deny that ‘scripture’ (although such a reader
would perhaps reject such a theologically loaded designation) attests ‘his-
torical events’. There is of course a debate on the historicity of the events in
question and the preciseness of their descriptions, but not an a priori chal-
lenge of the fact in itself. So the historian can agree with Ratzinger on this
point without much difficulty. However – and the weight of this however
cannot be underestimated – for Ratzinger these ‘historical events attested
by Scripture’ are the inalienable and therefore unsurrenderable foundation
of ‘revelation and salvation’. To make this point explicit: If the ‘historical
36 This orientation towards history as the vehicle of salvation can be seen from the very beginning of his
scholarly career: In his Habilitationsschrift he dealt with Bonaventure’s theology of history (Die Geschichtsthe-
ologie des heiligen Bonaventura, München and Zürich: Schnell & Steiner, 1959, 2nd ed. St. Ottilien: EOS 1992
[ET: The Theology of History in St Bonaventure, Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1989], cf. Rowland, Ratzinger’s
Faith, pp. 1, 7; and his own description in Ratzinger, Aus meinem Leben, pp. 78, 84), and he showed sympathy to
those in the pre-conciliar era ‘who wanted to understand how it is that grace is mediated in history’ without falling
into the historical trap where historical science is allowed to determine what theology is allowed to say (Rowland,
Ratzinger’s Faith, p. 2). For further comments on Ratzinger’s engagement with history motivated by theological
commitments see F. Kerr, Twentieth-Century Catholic Theologians: From Neoscholasticism to Nuptial Mysticism, Oxford:
Blackwell, 2007, pp. 188-91; A. Nichols, The Thought of Pope Benedict XVI: An Introduction to the Theology of
Joseph Ratzinger, London: Burns & Oates, 2007, pp. 34-44, 160-6.
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37 Cf. Th. Söding, ‘Auf der Suche nach dem Antlitz des Herrn’, in: Th. Söding (ed.), Das Jesus-Buch des Pap-
stes: Die Antwort der Neutestamentler. Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 134-146 (141): ‘Müsste die Exegese an einem
wesentlichen Punkt seiner Darstellung Jesu widersprechen, hinge auch seine Dogmatik in der Luft.’
38 This can be done with varying emphases, e.g. looking to Jesus as an example regarding faith, humility, so-
cial justice, inclusivist behaviour towards outsiders, etc. Supportive of Ratzinger’s position in this regard is M.
Striet, ‘Geliebt bis ins Äußerste: Über ein soteriologisches Motiv im Jesus-Buch Joseph Ratzingers,’ in H. Hoping
and M. Schulz (eds), Jesus und der Papst: Systematische Reflexionen zum Jesus-Buch des Papstes, Freiburg: Herder,
2007, pp. 101-12 (esp. pp. 107-8).
39 Cf. i.a. his remarks in Salt of the Earth, pp. 135–137 (German edition 145–6); ‘Biblical Interpretation in
Conflict’, pp. 99-100. See also the discussion of fundamentalism in The Interpretation of the Bible in the Church,
presented by the Pontifical Biblical Commission to Pope John Paul II on April 23, Vatican City 1993, chapter I.F
“Fundamentalist Interpretation” (the document is also available at www.ewtn.com/library/CURIA/PBCIN-
TER.htm). Ratzinger was the chairman of the Biblical Commission at this time and the one who presented it to
the then-Pope. For the genesis of the document see L. Ruppert, ‘Neue Impulse aus Rom für die Bibelauslegung –
Zum neuesten Dokument der Päpstlichen Bibelkommission’, Bibel und Kirche 49 (1994), pp. 202-13 (for a Ger-
man edition of the document see ibid. pp. 174-201).
40 Cf. R. Pesch, ‘“Der Jesus der Evangelien ist auch der einzig wirkliche historische Jesus’”: Anmerkungen
zum Konstruktionspunkt des Jesus-Buches’, in J.-H. Tück (ed.), Annäherungen an »Jesus von Nazareth«: 
Das Buch des Papstes in der Diskussion, Ostfildern: Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, 2007, pp. 31-56 (43); Sänger,
‘Rehistorisierung’ p. 117. This distinction between the historical reality and the veracity of the Gospels is im-
portant and should not be lost out of sight. But at the same time the question must be raised in which way the
‘historical reality’ can be retrieved if the ‘historical veracity’ of the available sources is disputed or even denied.
Martin Kähler’s solution did not turn out to be very satisfying (cf. Thiselton, Doctrine, p. 404). He more or less
surrendered the historical Jesus into the hands of critical anatomists and confined himself to the Christ of faith,
untouched and unaffected by what was done to his historical effigy. Kähler’s approach paved the way to what is
often labelled the ‘no-quest’ period, which was essentially a dead end. It was Ernst Käsemann’s famous lecture
events attested by Scripture’ did not take place and did not happen ‘really’,
salvation is threatened and any appeal to revelation is made inaccessible.37
If none of it happened, Christianity is an illusion, even an elaborate decep-
tion, and the only retainable shape of it would be a form of ‘Jesusanity’, i.e.
a kind of pious veneration of the human example given by Jesus.38
Having said this, it is necessary to make quite clear that this is not
meant in the way biblical fundamentalists speak about the inerrancy of
Scripture, which includes inerrancy with respect to all aspects (historical,
cosmological, biological etc.) of the biblical narratives. Clearly, Pope Bene-
dict is not a fundamentalist,39 but on the other hand he is not satisfied with
an understanding of biblical texts as mere reflections of sentimental faith.
The tension between the truth of an historical event and the veracity of its
narrative transmission, needs to be endured to avoid a fundamentalistic dis-
regard of the differences in the available sources as well as the varied rhetor-
ical means. The truth of a given narrative is not bound to its historical
accuracy; in some passages of his book, Ratzinger tends to lose sight of this
distinction,40 for example when he binds the veracity of the Gospel of John
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with the hypothesis of the disciple John as eyewitness and author of the
Gospel.41 This has already been critically mentioned in many reviews and
reactions. Less emphasis, however, is given to the discussion that the truth-
claim of the Gospel message is nonetheless closely related to the historical
veracity of the narrated events from which God’s participation cannot be
dissolved in a clear-cut way, having ‘pure’ historical facts on one side and
‘dogmatic’ interpretations on the other (see below p. 40). The solution for
this problem proposed by the Pope might not always be convincing, but
the emphasis he lays on it needs to be acclaimed from a theological point of
view. Scripture starts with God’s action and appropriately begins with the
creation story. And it is clear from his scholarly legacy that Ratzinger’s un-
derstanding of creation is not satisfied with an existentialistic approach,
content to reduce the meaning of createdness to one’s own self-under-
standing. Creation as a meaningful theological proposition presupposes
that God really is the sole and unique power behind everything.42 The past
(as different from any history) and therein the human experience can
therefore not be understood without God as the creator and enabler of hu-
man existence, conscience, and the understanding of what it means to be a
human in a created world. Without God there would be nothing, there
‘The Problem of the Historical Jesus’ (1953) which emphasised the fact that the Christ of faith is meaningless if
he cannot be rooted in the history and historicity of the earthly Jesus. Many reviewers point toward Kähler as a
kind of predecessor of Ratzinger, which I think is wrong (e.g. G. Pfleiderer, ‘Reduziertes Problempotential’, in U.
Ruh [ed.], Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte, Freiburg: Herder, 2008, pp. 138-147, 205-6 [notes]). Kähler’s
solution was a resigned separation of the ‘Jesus of history’ from the ‘Christ of faith’, whereas Ratzinger argues for
a widened concept of history and historicity in order to integrate the two. For Kähler and Ratzinger see also E.
Jüngel, ‘Der hypothetische Jesus: Anmerkungen zum Jesus-Buch des Papstes’, in J.-H. Tück (ed.), Annäherungen
an „Jesus von Nazareth“: Das Buch des Papstes in der Diskussion. Ostfildern: Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, 2007,
pp. 94–103 (99). Kähler’s and Käsemann’s famous texts are available in G. W. Dawes, The Historical Jesus Quest:
Landmarks in the Search for the Jesus of History, Leiden: Deo, 1999 (also: Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox
Press, 2000), pp. 216-38, 279-313. For a more complete edition of Kähler see Martin Kähler, The So-Called His-
torical Jesus and the Historic Biblical Christ. Translated, edited, and with an Introduction by Carl E. Braaten,
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1964.
41 Cf. i.a. K. Backhaus, ‘Christus-Ästhetik. Der ‘Jesus’ des Papstes zwischen Rekonstruktion und Real-
präsenz’, in Th. Söding (ed.), Das Jesus-Buch des Papstes: Die Antwort der Neutestamentler. Freiburg: Herder, 2007,
pp. 11-20 (25); M. Ebner, ‘Jeder Ausleger hat seine blinden Flecken’, in Th. Söding (ed.), Das Jesus-Buch des Pap-
stes: Die Antwort der Neutestamentler. Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 30-42 (35); Frey, ‘Jesusbild’, pp. 48-51;
Theobald, ‘Evangelien’ pp. 27-9.
42 Cf. J. Ratzinger, Im Anfang schuf Gott: Vier Predigten über Schöpfung und Fall; Konsequenzen des Schöp-
fungsglaubens, Einsiedeln: Johannes, 1996 (22005, ET: In the Beginning: A Catholic Understanding of Creation and
the Fall, London: Burns & Oates, 2005); S. Otto, S. Wiedenhofer (eds), Creation and Evolution: A Conference With
Pope Benedict XVI in Castel Gandolfo. Foreword by Cardinal Christoph Schönborn, San Francisco: Ignatius;
Rome: Libreria Editrice Vaticana, 2008.
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43 Cf. Ratzinger, Salt of the Earth, p. 42 (German ed. p. 44): ‘I am quite firmly convinced that God really
sees us and that he leaves us freedom – and nevertheless leads us… For me this means in a very practical way that
my life is not made up of chance occurences but that someone foresees and also, so to speak, precedes me, whose
thinking precedes mine and who prepares my life.’ Such a perspective necessarily influenced his theological ap-
proach, cf. ibid. pp. 21, 30, 258-259 (German ed. pp. 22, 32 274-5).
44 Cf. M. Bockmuehl, Seeing the Word: Refocusing New Testament Study, Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 2006,
p. 206: ‘It is the referential truth of that apostolic testimony that undergirds the very possibility of faith.’
45 Cf. Ratzinger, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. xviii–xx (later readers can understand better what the original author
meant, but also from a later viewpoint things become clearer for an eyewitness). Cf. already Ratzinger, Aus meinem
Leben, p. 66. Cf. further Söding, ‘Vom Jordan bis zum Tabor’, p. 30; id., ‘Notwendige Geschichtswahrheiten’, 
pp. 77-8; Frey, ‘Jesusbild’, pp. 50-2; Niebuhr, ‘Jesus Christus’, pp. 104-5.
46 For Jens Schröter, who is currently the most prolific scholar in German speaking New Testament scholarship
with respect to historiographical questions in the study of Jesus, this is precisely the ‘fundamental methodological
problem’ in Ratzinger’s approach: ‘Das grundlegende methodische Problem dieses Zugangs besteht also darin, dass
eine Bekenntnisaussage – Jesus sei als Mensch zugleich Gott gewesen – den Status einer historischen Aussage über Je-
sus erhält. Die göttliche Natur Jesu erscheint damit nicht mehr als eine Deutung, die im Neuen Testament vorberei -
tet und in den Bekenntnisaussagen der frühen Kirche begrifflich verdichtet wurde, sondern als eine ihnen
vorausliegende Wahrheit, die in verschiedener Weise entfaltet wird.’ He opines therefore a much sharper differentia-
tion between the historical events and the post-Easter interpretations of them, see J. Schröter, ‘Die Offenbarung der
Vernunft Gottes in der Welt’, in: Th. Söding (ed.), Das Jesus-Buch des Papstes: Die Antwort der Neutestamentler.
Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 121-33 (quote p. 124; emphasis in the original). For Schröter ‘the understanding of Je-
sus’ real nature’ (‘die Einsicht in das wahre Wesen Jesu’) becomes possible only after Easter (p. 126). The decisive ques-
tion still remains: was the ‘real nature’ of Jesus not yet accessible (‘noch nicht ablesbar’), or not at all there?
would be no past and certainly no present nor future. But because God is,
there is a past, a present, and a future; and thanks to God’s willingness to
reveal himself, there is also the ability to trace a history of God’s actions
from the past to the present. God’s ongoing superintendence down to the
individual’s life is a fundamental conviction of Ratzinger to which he refers
not least in his many autobiographical reflections.43
He insists, and rightly so, that prior to the sentiment and prior to the
response given as an expression of faith, is the experience itself of God in
action in this world. It is not that faith invented events to express itself, but
faith came into being and expressed itself as reaction to an event. This ini-
tial historical experience is ‘real’ in the sense that something happened in
the lives of those who formulated their historical experience in the expres-
sions of an experience of faith.44 This can be done only retrospectively and
as a reaction to what happened to them. It includes the possibility that the
distance between the actual experience and its later expression adds to it a
meaningfulness and correlation with other historical or spiritual realities
that were absent to them or imperceptible when the event itself took
place.45 However, it is essential for Ratzinger that these retrospective reflec-
tions are more receptive than creative and on the whole merely unfold the
meaning of the events in which God revealed himself.46
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In a way, one could say that the overcoming of the dichotomy be-
tween the content of biblical faith based on revelation in history and the
concept of history based on paradigms of modernity is at the heart of
Ratzinger’s scholarly agenda.47 According to Alfred Läpple, one of his
teachers, ‘Ratzinger was influenced by a view of Revelation according to
which Revelation is first and foremost the historical action of God, in the
progress of the history of salvation.’48 God’s involvement and perceptibility
in history can therefore be seen without undue exaggeration as one of the
major threads within Ratzinger’s lifelong thinking. In his own words:
For it is of the very essence of biblical faith to be about real historical
events. It does not tell stories symbolizing suprahistorical truths, but is
based on history, history that took place here on this earth. The factum his-
toricum (historical fact) is not an interchangeable symbolic cipher for bib-
lical faith, but the foundation on which it stands: Et incarnatus est – when
we say these words, we acknowledge God’s actual entry into real history.49
Because for Ratzinger history is crucial for theology, he defends the use
of the historical-critical method as ‘an indispensable dimension of exegeti-
cal work’.50 His sometimes harsh critique of it is connected to the empha-
sis he lays on the last sentence quoted above about ‘God’s actual entry into
real history’. If its acknowledgment or perceptibility is threatened by this
methodology, he obviously feels the need to contradict it.
47 For this see as well his own autobiographical reflections Joseph Kardinal Ratzinger, Aus meinem Leben, 
pp. 48-9; and further Rowland, Ratzinger’s Faith, p. 5.
48 Rowland, Ratzinger’s Faith, p. 7.
49 Ratzinger, Jesus of Nazareth, p. xv.
50 Ratzinger, Jesus of Nazareth, p. xv. What is missing though is a reflection about the positive and helpful in-
sights of the historical-critical method. All in all, Ratzinger sees its dangers more than its possibilities, and some of
the attacked limitations are not intrinsic to the methodology but to the perspective he takes on it, cf. H. Häring,
Den Evangelien trauen: Zu einigen Missverständnissen im päpstlichen Jesusbuch, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von
Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 177-208; Sänger, ‘Rehistorisierung’, pp. 118-
9; Söding, ‘Suche’, pp. 143-5; H. Verweyen, ‘Kanonische Exegese und historische Kritik: Zum inhaltlichen und
methodologischen Ort des Jesus-Buches’, in J.-H. Tück (ed.), Annäherungen an „Jesus von Nazareth“: Das Buch des
Papstes in der Diskussion. Ostfildern: Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, 2007, pp. 104-128; E. Zenger, ‘Ein sehr per-
sönliches Buch der Gott-Suche’, in U. Ruh (ed.) Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte. Freiburg: Herder, 2008,
pp. 187-97. Interspersed with a sometimes disproportionate polemic is the otherwise very interesting article by 
J. Kügler: ‘Glaube und Geschichte: Von den Grenzen der Exegese und der Hilflosigkeit eines Dogmatikers’, in 
H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 153-68.
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51 Ratzinger, Salt of the Earth, p. 19 (German ed. p. 20): ‘(Seewald)… but can one at least say what belongs
to the substance of this faith?’ ‘(Ratzinger) To the substance of faith belongs the fact that we look upon Christ as
the living, incarnate Son of God made man; that because of him we believe in God, the triune God, the Creator
of heaven and earth; that we believe that this God bends so far down, can become so small, that he is concerned
about  man and has created history with man, a history whose vessel, whose privileged place of expression, is the
Church.’ For Th. Söding, ‘Zur Einführung: Die Neutestamentler im Gespräch mit dem Papst über Jesus’, in Th.
Söding (ed.), Das Jesus-Buch des Papstes: Die Antwort der Neutestamentler. Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 11-19 (17),
it is the ‘Kernfrage’ of the debate ‘ob der „wirkliche“, das heißt der historisch reale und theologisch relevante Jesus
der „Sohn“ ist, der eins mit dem Vater ist und deshalb das Reich Gottes dem Volk Gottes bringt’. This is precisely
the core of Soloviev’s Tale of the Antichrist (see above, pp. 25-6).
52 Cf. Ratzinger, Die Geschichtstheologie des heiligen Bonaventura, 166 (Index) sub voce ‘Christozentrik’.
The historical Jesus is God acting in history
Ratzinger’s approach to the life of Jesus as an historical event is there-
fore crucial for his understanding of this world’s reality as inseparably in-
tertwined with God as its primal cause. It is within Jesus’ life as a historical
fact where the theological truth claim is to be formulated, which can then
be prolonged and developed towards the biblical history as a whole, and in
a graduated way to the history of the church, the Jewish people, the indi-
vidual life, and history in general. Yet the decisive point of intersection be-
tween faith and history is the life of Jesus, more so than the creation in the
beginning and also more than all other biblical narratives about God’s ac-
tive involvement in seemingly contingent historical situations, where God’s
involvement is more or less hidden, more or less partial. It is in Jesus that
God is believed by Christians to be fully present.
In 1996, the journalist Peter Seewald asked Ratzinger what he thought
belonged ‘in all cases to the substance of the Christian faith.’ His answer
was: ‘That we see Christ as the living Son of God, who became flesh and
truly human; that we take him as our starting point in the belief in the tri-
une God, creator of heaven and earth.’51 Ratzinger continues by emphasis-
ing God’s care for humans and his maintenance of a common history with
humanity. Ratzinger’s Christocentrism52 is bound to the conviction that Je-
sus was indeed the pre-existent Son of God who became human.
To answer therefore the question which heads this essay from the per-
spective of Ratzinger one has to say not just a clear ‘yes’ but a necessary ‘yes’:
the historical Jesus is the ‘real’ incarnate Son of God right from the begin-
ning. There was, so to speak, never (or perhaps better: not only) a purely
human Jesus, human like we all are, who was retrospectively understood,
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described and proclaimed as the pre-existent Christ. The search for the
‘historical’ Jesus, if understood as the ‘human’ Jesus as opposed to him as
the heavenly, pre-existent one who became man through his birth, is then,
one might assume, the futile search for something that historically never
existed.53 What Ratzinger describes as his own attempt to reunite the tat-
tered Jesus of history with the Christ of faith is a friendly but drastic intru-
sion into exegetical terrain. It is with good reason, Ratzinger argues, that
God can be seen acting in history through Jesus.
In addition, but separately from the scholarly argumentation, there is
also a pastoral element discernible in the text. Not only is Professor Ratzinger
addressing his audience, but also the successor of Peter, who was once com-
manded by Jesus to feed his flock (John 21:15-17). And from this perspective
he makes quite clear, albeit in a very unthreatening manner, that a purely his-
torical approach to Jesus, which considers itself obliged to explain everything
from a strict and exclusive innerworldly perspective, is from a spiritual and ec-
clesial perspective in a trajectory with the work of the Antichrist. Like in
Soloviev’s story, it is an ‘elder John’, but this time the author of the First Letter
of John in the New Testament, who makes the point: ‘Every spirit which con-
fesses that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is of God, and every spirit which
does not confess Jesus is not of God. This is the spirit of the Antichrist…’
(4:2–3, cf. 2:22–23). And even Bultmann cannot help but comment that to
confess that Jesus is evk tou/ qeou/ is the assertion of the ‘paradoxical identity of
the historical and eschatological figure of Jesus Christ.’54
Yes; no; yes, but… – reactions to Ratzinger’s Jesus book
The review of Vermes mentioned at the beginning of this paper is in
no way unique in terms of its critique. For many of his points, similar lines
of argumentation can be found in the ever-growing number of reviews
53 The methodological restraint of J. P. Meier, A Marginal Jew. Vol. 1: The Roots of the Problem and the Person,
New York: Doubleday, 1991, p. 1, is not always followed within Jesus research. He makes clear in his introduction
that what he reconstructs ‘by using the scientific tools of modern research… will always remain a scientific construct,
a theoretical abstraction that does not and cannot coincide with the full reality of Jesus of Nazareth as he actually lived
and worked in Palestine’ (see also the first chapter: ‘The Real Jesus and the Historical Jesus’, pp. 21-40).
54 R. Bultmann, The Johannine Epistles (Hermeneia), Philadelphia: Fortress, 1973, p. 62, see also Thiselton,
Doctrine, pp. 52-3.
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55 For a preliminary bibliography see G. Anger/J.-H. Tück, ‘Vorstudien und Echo: Ein erster bibliografi-
scher Überblick zu Joseph Ratzingers Jesus von Nazareth’, in J.-H. Tück (ed.), Annäherungen an »Jesus von
Nazareth«: Das Buch des Papstes in der Diskussion. Ostfildern: Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, 2007, pp. 185-200.
Others not mentioned in this list include: U. Ruh (ed.) Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte. Freiburg, Herder:
2008; H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008.
56 And, one can add, a comparison of the reactions within different languages and countries will facilitate a
deeper understanding of the different intellectual cultures, not only within the Christian world.
57 Th. Söding, ‘Notwendige Geschichtswahrheiten’, p. 79. Rachel Nicholls, in her study on the Wirkungs-
geschichte of Matt. 14:22-33 (a text which is quite often mentioned in the Ratzinger-debate as a prooftext for his
uncritical attitude towards such dramatic miracles [Ratzinger, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 301-2, 352] cf. Lüdemann, Je-
susbild, p. 141; Söding, ‘Einführung’, p. 15; Stuhlmacher, ‘Jesus-Buch’, p. 24) opts in a similar way for more re-
flection and openness regarding ‘the larger theological and philosophical ideas which guide us’ before allegedly
‘pure’ historical arguments were treated. R. Nicholls, Walking on the Water: Reading Mt. 14:22-33 in the Light of its
Wirkungsgeschichte (Biblical Interpretation Series 90), Leiden, Boston: Brill, 2008, p. 125.
58 I would include into this group i.a. Klaus Berger, ‘Jesus – das einzige Foto von Gott’, in U. Ruh (ed.), Das
Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte, Freiburg: Herder, 2008, pp. 15–21; Manfred Lütz, ‘Nicht Mythos, sondern
Wahrheit’, in U. Ruh (ed.), Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte, Freiburg: Herder, 2008, 92-98 (interesting
piece written by a psychiatrist, who also studied Catholic theology; especially noteworthy are his short comments
on the psychological explanations of the resurrection appearances [95]); F. Mußner, ‘Ein Buch der Beziehungen’,
in Th. Söding (ed.), Das Jesus-Buch des Papstes: Die Antwort der Neutestamentler. Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 87-
-98; Rudolf Pesch (see above n. 40), Peter Stuhlmacher (see above n. 25), and others.
and evaluations of the book. In Germany, for example, so far at least ten
books have been published, which explicitly discuss Ratzinger’s Jesus of
Nazareth.55 For a future examination of what German-speaking theology
has to say about the relation of the historical Jesus to the Christ of faith,
these various responses are an indispensable source for evaluation.56 First of
all, this is due to the fact that Ratzinger’s challenges to the established
scholarly practices provoked a reaction, which goes beyond the usual dis-
cussion within the ivory tower. He forces his – if I may use this expression
– ‘team mates’, to lay their cards on the table.57
Accepting some generalisations, I want to suggest that the responses
can be roughly divided into four groups (I will not give an exhaustive list
but merely examples for each of the positions, between which there is an
inevitable degree of overlap):
(a) The first group represents the relatively small number of those who
side more or less wholeheartedly with the Pope. They are convinced that
the Gospels present a trustworthy depiction of the ‘real’ Jesus, so that no
fundamental difference between the historical Jesus and the Christ of faith
needs to be accepted as a historical fact. On the contrary, they are actively
looking for a new and alternative way of expressing in a reasonable manner
this unity, which is so fundamental for the Christian faith.58
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(b) The second group is also relatively small and consists of those who
wholeheartedly oppose this endeavour. For them, the Pope’s book is a
prime example of an unacceptable blurring of faith with history and rea-
son, or, as Gerd Lüdemann puts it ‘Eine peinliche Entgleisung.’59 They
represent a zealous secular position, which sometimes resembles a personal
reaction against a formerly accepted religious one. For them, reason and
faith belong to completely separate realms and history has to be grounded
only in the field of secular reason. Ratzinger’s approach is seen as the age-
old attempt to turn reason into the maidservant of faith.
With all due respect for this honest and outspoken stance, one is never-
theless slightly taken aback when the same scholar (Lüdemann) then uses
historical hypotheses which are also highly-disputed, and builds upon them
a reconstruction of the life and ministry of Jesus and early Christianity in a
way that similarly leaves no room for doubt. It reads a bit like Roma locuta
causa finita (‘Rome has spoken, the matter is settled’)60 versus ‘science has
proven that …’61 The admonition of Ratzinger towards a ‘self-criticism of
the historical-critical method’ will fall on deaf ears in this camp anyway.62
(c) The third group remains relatively indifferent towards the Christo-
logical position,63 but is profoundly disappointed that the Pope pays no
special homage to their favourite topics. So feminists look in vain for a fe-
male perspective or the reflection of gender experience64; liberation theolo-
gians are searching for Jesus’ political action against Roman oppression
and its consequences for the modern day political agenda; the advocates of
59 G. Lüdemann, ‘Papst Benedikts Jesus-Buch “Eine peinliche Entgleisung”’, Spiegel Online April 26,
2007 (http://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/mensch/0,1518,479636,00.html). As a waste of time is the book seen
by C.-F. Geyer, ‘„So glaubt es nicht …“ (Mt 24,23-26)’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wis-
senschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 211-229.
60 For this saying, which goes back to Augustine, see Klaus Schatz, Papal Primacy: From its Origins to the Pre-
sent, Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1996, pp. 34-5.
61 In German, ‘die Wissenschaft hat festgestellt’ is quite a popular phrase if one wants to signify in a slightly
negative way the scientific faith (or ‘Wissenschaftsgläubigkeit’) of someone.
62 Ratzinger, ‘Biblical Interpretation in Conflict’, p. 102: ‘In a diachronic reading of exegesis, its philosoph-
ical presuppositions become visible of their own accord. From a distance, the observer discovers with astonishment
that what apparently were strictly scientific, purely “historical” interpretations nonetheless reflect “their masters’
own spirit” more than the spirit of past ages. That should lead, not to scepticism, but certainly to self-limitation
and to a purification of the method.’ See also pp. 124-125.
63 Although the majority of them might side more with the ‘no, but…’-position (see below).
64 Magdalena Bogner, ‘Erfahrung von Frauen und männliche Denkweise’, in U. Ruh (ed.), Das Jesusbuch des
Papstes – Die Debatte, Freiburg: Herder, 2008, pp. 21–5, 198 (notes); D. Mensink, ‘„Bist du der, der da kommt?“’, in
U. Ruh (ed.), Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte, Freiburg: Herder, 2008, pp. 105-115, 205 (notes) (109-110).
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65 Ebner, ‘Ausleger’, pp. 31–2, 39–40; R. Fehling, ‘Jesus und die Sünder nach der Darstellung Joseph
Ratzingers: Praktische Konsequenzen für die Kirche von heute’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wis-
senschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 251-268; H. Feichtlbauer, ‘Gespannt auf den weiteren Weg’, in U.
Ruh (ed.), Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte, Freiburg: Herder, 2008, pp. 33-41; Gotthard Fuchs, ‘Eine Os-
terikone’, in U. Ruh (ed.), Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte, Freiburg: Herder, 2008, pp. 49-58 (51); id., ‘Hat
Adorno Ratzinger gelesen? Lazarus im „Jargon der Eigentlichkeit“’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der
wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 231-49; E. J. Hammes, ‘Jesus der Unbekannte: Ein Beitrag zu
einer Christologie des Anderen’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin:
Lit, 2008, pp. 337-47; H. Kues, ‘Zurechtrücken der Dimensionen’, in U. Ruh (ed.), Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die
Debatte, Freiburg: Herder, 2008, pp. 85–91 (88–90); Mensink, ‘„Bist du der, der da kommt?“’, pp. 109-110; Miggel-
brink, ‘Kategorien’, p. 151; P. Neher, ‘Weltbewegende Kraft’, in U. Ruh (ed.), Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte,
Freiburg: Herder, 2008, pp. 116-121 (119); Th. Staubli, ‘Die Christusikone des Papstes und das Schweißtuch der
Veronika: Unterschiedliche Wege der Annäherung an die Gestalt Christi’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in
der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 73-82 (for Staubli the Pope’s icon of Jesus is only suitable for
a museum and not a ‘vera Ikona’ which is concerned with the blood and tears of fellow human beings); Theobald,
‘Evangelien’ pp. 17–8, 25. Against the danger of God being co-opted in political and social projects, see the article of
Hans-Joachim Höhn, based on Ratzinger’s interpretation of the temptations of Jesus ‘Am Scheideweg der Gottes-
frage’, in U. Ruh (ed.), Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte, Freiburg: Herder, 2008, pp. 59-67.
66 Feichtlbauer, ‘Weg’, p. 41. For a more positive appraisal as a welcome contribution to the interreligious di-
alogue see Frey, ‘Jesusbild’, p. 43; G. W. Locher, ‘So ändern sich die Zeiten: Das „Jesus-Buch“ in reformierter Lesart’,
in Th. Söding (ed.), Ein Weg zu Jesus, Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 53-67; R. Marquard, ‘Gemeinsames Wurzelholz’,
in U. Ruh (ed.), Das Jesusbuch des Papstes – Die Debatte, Freiburg: Herder, 2008, pp. 99-104, 203-205 (notes).
67 E.g. Fuchs, ‘Osterikone’, p. 55: ‘Weder für das innerchristliche wie für das interreligiöse Gespräch kann
es auf Dauer hilfreich sein, zwei Jahrhunderte historisch-kritischer Jesusforschung primär negativ zu bewerten und
deren Ertrag nicht schöpferisch aufzunehmen.’ I am not sure what exactly Fuchs means with this statement, but
the thrust seems to me quite clear: the result of 200 years of critical Jesus-research is that Jesus was not the Son of
God but has been made into one, or believed as such by his disciples and the later church only. The consequence
is that high Christology should no longer stand between (critical or enlightened) Christians on the one side, and
Jews and Muslims on the other. Cf. also D. Schneider-Stengel, ‘Der vielgestaltige Christus: Plädoyer für eine plu-
rale Perspektive und die Vielfältigkeit des Islam’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen
Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 321–35.
68 See above n. 1 and in addition Theobald, ‘Evangelien’, pp. 21–5.
69 Adherents of this position tend toward a utilitarian apologetic for Christianity. Because of its social or po-
litical usefulness (see above pp. 24-5), Christianity is necessary and should therefore refrain from concentrating too
much on its more ‘esoteric’ (i.e. religious) teachings which are of no value at all on the public market.
a strong social orientation of the Church’s practice and her engagement for
the sick, the poor and suppressed, regret that Ratzinger did not emphasise
this element of Jesus’ message either in his treatment of the Sermon on the
Mount or of the Kingdom of God, and that he elided both Jesus’ table-fel-
lowship with sinners and the healing stories altogether.65 Others expected
more concessions with respect to ecumenical questions66 and the dialogue
with other religions,67 and especially more sensitivity towards Jewish con-
cerns.68 There is no need to go into too much detail here because the objec-
tions made in this context are of a less fundamental category. But it may be
worth mentioning one final observation, which is that the readers of this
group seem unhappy about Ratzinger’s focus on the specific religious dimen-
sion of Jesus’ ministry.69 Jesus is, much to their regret, reduced to his teach-
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ing on the relation with God, sin and forgiveness, and the forsakenness of
men.70 Jesus is portrayed as redeemer and saviour, but not (or hardly) as po-
litical Messiah,71 social reformer, or moral antetype. The real problem Jesus
is concerned with in this portrait is the ‘ugly ditch’ that separates God and
humanity. Anticipating the criticism this might elicit, Benedict himself put
the question forward ‘What did Jesus actually bring, if not world peace, uni-
versal prosperity, and a better world?’ and answered it with a single word:
‘God. He has brought us God.’72 What needs to be added at this point is a
reference to Matt. 1:21 and similar texts: Jesus brought God by way of the
forgiveness of sins through his atoning death on the cross.
(d) The fourth group, which according to my reading is the largest one,
can be described as oscillating between ‘yes, but…’ and ‘no, but…’ and I will
describe in a moment what I mean by this. Here we find mainly the profes-
sional exegetes, who have good reasons to welcome this book from the very be-
ginning.73 A marginalised discipline like New Testament scholarship, which
hardly ever makes it into the headlines, suddenly received publicity from its pa-
pal association; any reaction against the Pope’s book bears the potential to be a
newspaper headline – the more critical the reaction the more bold the letters.
Talk shows, invitations to public lectures – who can withstand the seductive
power of the modern infotainment industry? Even the event in Nottingham
was based on the Pope’s popularity. Without doubt, the same book on Jesus
written by any other theologian would not have received this kind of attention.
The content of the book is neither groundbreakingly new, nor revolutionarily
different from other Jesus books, but it is extremely provocative precisely be-
cause of the author … and the emphasis he places on the historical Jesus as the
incarnate one.74 In any event, the scholarly community had reasons to be grate-
ful that the Pope was able to bring Jesus back into public discourse again and
give the discipline an opportunity to present itself to a wider audience. More-
70 For a positive reception of this deliberate onesidedness see M. Striet, ‘Geliebt bis ins Äußerste’, p. 109.
71 The negligence of the messianic elements in Jesus’ ministry and self-understanding (but cf. Ratzinger, Je-
sus of Nazareth, pp. 293-304, 319) is indeed one of the weaknesses of the book, cf. i.a. Hoping, ‘Anfänge der Chris-
tologie’, pp. 116-7; Stuhlmacher, ‘Jesus-Buch’, pp. 26-7.
72 Jesus of Nazareth, 44. For a positive evaluation of this point see Christoph Kardinal Schönborn, ‘Der Papst
auf der Agora: Über einen Anspruch, den allein Gott stellen kann’, in Th. Söding (ed.), Ein Weg zu Jesus, Freiburg:
Herder, 2007, pp. 37-52 (48-51).
73 Cf. Kügler, ‘Glaube’, p. 153; Pock, ‘Abhandlung’, p. 175; Söding, ‘Einführung’, pp. 11-2.
74 Cf. L. Schwienhorst-Schönberger, ‘Mystik und Rationalität: Zum Jesus-Buch von Papst Benedikt XVI.’,
Bibel und Kirche 62 (2007), pp. 185-188 (185); G. Lüdemann, ‘Eine peinliche Entgleisung’ (last paragraph).
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75 ‘Ueber historische und dogmatische Methode der Theologie’, in E. Troeltsch, Zur religiösen Lage, Reli-
gionsphilosophie und Ethik (Gesammelte Schriften II), Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck 21922, (reprint Aalen: Scientia,
1981), 729-753 (also available in F. Voigt [ed.], Ernst Troeltsch Lesebuch, Tübingen Mohr Siebeck, 2003, 
pp. 2–25); ET ‘Historical and Dogmatic Method in Theology’, in E. Troeltsch, Religion in History, Essays transl.
by J. L. Adams and W. F. Bense (Fortress Texts in Modern Theology), Minneapolis, Minn.: Fortress Press, 1989,
pp. 11-32 (also available in G. W. Dawes, The Historical Jesus Quest, pp. 29-53 [quotes and page numbers are taken
from this edition]). 
76 ‘The old dogmatic method’, ignoring ‘the historical-critical approach’, is nothing other than ‘contemporary
theologians’ attempt to validate the old authoritarian concept of revelation’ (Troeltsch, ‘Method’, p. 31). Troeltsch’s
article ignited a discussion in German speaking scholarship about ‘atheistic methods within theology’ which bears
many similarities to the discussion of Benedict’s book. A collection of some of the texts with introductory remarks
can be found in A. Schlatter, Atheistische Methoden in der Theologie. Mit einem Beitrag von Paul Jäger, edited by H.
Hempelmann, Wuppertal: R.Brockhaus Verlag, 1985. Against a one-sided overestimation of the historical against
the dogmatic method see also M. Hengel, ‘Historische Methoden und theologische Auslegung des Neuen Testa-
ments (Thesen)’, in id., Zur urchristlichen Geschichtsschreibung, Stuttgart: Calwer Verlag, 21984, pp. 107-113 (ET
Acts and the History of Earliest Christianity, London: SCM Press, 1979; 2nd ed. Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980).
77 One has to recognise the terminological difficulties with the use of ‘historical’. In Ratzinger’s terminology,
‘historical’ can include God as acting in history, whereas in the common scholarly use ‘historical’ is used in oppo-
sition to such a notion.
over, for the first time in many years, a serious and more or less scholarly Jesus
book made it into the bestseller lists rather than the usual conspiracy nonsense
like ‘The DaVinci Code’ of Dan Brown, or the Gnostic distortions of Jesus like
in the Gospel of Judas, or, some years ago, the books of Barbara Thiering (Jesus
the Man: A New Interpretation from the Dead Sea Scrolls) and Robert Eisenman,
Michael Baigent and Richard Leigh (The Dead Sea Scrolls Deception).
All the more astonishing in the face of the plurality within New Testa-
ment scholarship is that the reactions show some continuous elements of
what might be labelled an apologetic concern for a ‘purely’ historical, or, one
might better say, a truly secular, understanding of Jesus. This creates some
overlap with the clear ‘no’-position, but only to a certain degree. At stake is the
understanding of ‘historical’ and related to it, the ‘historical Jesus.’ It seems
that a majority of New Testament scholars insist on the notion of ‘historical’ in
a strictly a-theological and therefore a-theistic way, very much in line with the
classical definition of the historical methodology within theology by Ernst
Troeltsch (1765–1923).75 For Troeltsch there is, as is well known, a funda-
mental difference between the historical and dogmatic/systematic method.
Only the first one, the historical methodology, can be labelled ‘scholarly’ (wis-
senschaftlich), whereas ‘dogmatic’ is used synonymously with ‘theological’ –
i.e. faith-based and therefore a priori not ‘wissenschaftlich’. The first one is
‘modern’, the second one ‘old-fashioned’ and ‘out-dated’.76
With good reasons, this purely historical approach77 is careful and re-
luctant to consider as ‘historical’ any elements which are not accessible and
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controllable by the means of ‘historical criticism’ which is characterised by
‘the importance of analogy’ and ‘the mutual interrelation of all historical de-
velopments’.78 This historical approach (in an expressed wish to enable in-
terdisciplinary acceptability and discussion) excludes from historical
inquiries any invocation of ‘transempirical realities’79 belonging to the realm
of religion, like revelation, miracles, and God. The images of Jesus that re-
sult from this preclusive historical methodology are manifold and wide-
ranging and need not be repeated here. At one end of the spectrum one
might see Jesus as an itinerant sage in a cynic-like garb as promoted by ad-
herents of the Jesus-Seminar, who was only retrospectively transformed into
a messianic-like figure and eventually become God. This is my ‘no, but…’-
group. Christology is seen here clearly as a later addition to something that
was not ontologically present in Jesus. On the other end we can see a mes-
sianic Jesus who is fully aware that within his fate God reveals himself in a
definite and unique way. There is therefore a historical connection between
the pre-Easter Jesus and the christological development, which really gather
momentum only after Easter. This is my ‘yes, but…’-group, insofar as the
christological notions are accepted as true but only in the sense of a faith-
based confession. In between is space for all other kinds of Jesuses: the rev-
olutionary, the liberator from all kind of real or imagined oppressions, the
feminist and first ‘real man’, the magician, the social reformer, the Galilean
chasid, the Jewish prophet, or more precisely the apocalyptic or milleniaris-
tic prophet, the helper of the poor, or just a lazy swindler who was lucky
enough to find people who were willing to support him with their money.
Setting all differences aside, what these portraits have in common is
that they take Jesus to be a real human person, and only a real human per-
son, as their point of departure for the historical inquiry. That is not be-
cause all these scholars are convinced that Jesus was no more than a mere
mortal human being.80 One can be a faithful ‘orthodox’ Christian, holding
78 Troeltsch, ‘Method’, p. 32. It is hardly ever reflected that within a theistic paradigm, the triad causality,
analogy and correlation can be (and has to be) used in a critical and methodologically controlled way as well. Not
everything is ‘true’ just because it is based on a conviction of faith.
79 Another term I owe to Thiselton, Doctrine, p. 377. 
80 Cf. e.g. Meier, Marginal Jew, p. 21, who starts his first chapter emphatically with the sentence ‘The his-
torical Jesus is not the real Jesus. The real Jesus is not the historical Jesus’. What he aims at is a description of Jesus
‘based on purely historical sources and arguments’ which should be acceptable to what he called the ‘unpapal con-
clave’ made up of a Catholic, a Protestant, a Jew, and an agnostic (1). For similar statements, cf. Bauckham, Eye-
witnesses, pp. 2-3; Kügler, ‘Glaube’ p. 159.
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81 Troeltsch, ‘Method’, p. 31, and cf. further p. 35: ‘Give the historical method an inch and it will take a
mile. From a strictly orthodox standpoint, therefore, it seems to bear a certain similarity with the devil.’ In the Ger-
man original (p. 7 in the edition mentioned above n. 75) nothing is said about the devil! ‘Wer ihr den kleinen Fin-
ger gegeben hat, wird von ihr [= the historical method] so energisch ergriffen, dass er ihr die ganze Hand geben
muss.’ It is impossible to reserve any part of reality from the grip of this method and therefore ‘it is impossible to
arrive at some supra-historical core’ which is not underlying the restrictions of the method (p. 38; again, the Eng-
lish translation is not precise with respect to the original German, p. 10). Ratzinger is well aware of this trajectory
(‘Biblical Interpretation in Conflict’, p. 92): ‘The method itself seems to require this radicalizing process: it can-
not stand still anywhere in the process of getting to the bottom of the human activity in sacred history. It must try
to remove the irrational remnant and explain everything. Faith is not a component of this method, and God is not
a factor in the historical events with which it deals.’ 
Jesus as ‘true God and true man’ and as part of the Trinity, and nevertheless
portray him historically without any allusion to these elements of one’s per-
sonal faith (or the faith of the church to which one belongs). Often with
very positive motivations, scholars restrict themselves to the so-called
purely historical. In this way they intend, often with an apologetic notion,
to ‘save’ or ‘rescue’ for Jesus and the Christian faith what can be proven
about Jesus with a strictly immanent historic methodology. Examples are
abundantly available and one can say with a pinch of salt that the old con-
flict since the enlightenment period between faith and reason or between
faith and history was settled in an unexpressed agreement: the historical
methodology freed from all ‘dogmatic’ constraints is responsible for the un-
derstanding of the historical Jesus (and perhaps too often and too easily,
consciously or unconsciously, the result was equated with the ‘real’ Jesus),
but everyone is free to add his or her own dogmatic and/or faith-based un-
derstandings of Jesus as long as they are clearly marked as confessional ad-
ditions without a historical claim connected to them. As such, they are not
accessible for historical inquiry but conversely also not affected by or de-
nied out of historical reasons – although for Troeltsch such a limited use of
the historical method is not possible. According to him ‘the historical
method acts as a leaven, transforming everything and ultimately exploding
the very form of earlier theological methods’. If one chose it, everything is
to be explained by it. It is neither possible nor allowed to leave any loop-
hole open for the supranatural.81 I doubt whether all advocates of a clear
distinction between ‘historical’ and ‘theological’ are aware of this imma-
nent methodological totalitarianism.
I want to give just one example taken from a review by Rudolf Hoppe,
a Catholic New Testament professor at the University of Bonn, Germany.
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He concedes that Ratzinger has a right to question the theological appro-
priateness of a historical methodology which owes itself to the modern
worldview and admits that it would be unsuitable if the methodology ex-
cluded God’s acting in the world per se. But Hoppe is convinced that this is
not the case because God is not a subject for the historical method and
consequently, confessional theological statements cannot be excluded by
it.82 He further admits: ‘one might consent to the thought, that God en-
tered history with Jesus’, but then he adds, that this ‘of course cannot be a
historical statement but only a confession.’83 That is precisely the point:
From where does the certainty of the ‘of course’ come? Why is it ‘natural’
(‘natürlich’) to take such a statement about God acting in history as con-
fession only and not as a starting point for a historical enquiry when it can
be taken as a true proposition? This implies that a secular understanding of
history is more natural, more appropriate, and has a higher truth claim,
than a theological one. The point is not that this is evident for scholars
working right from the beginning within such a positivist paradigm. But
why, and this leads back to the Pope’s methodological concerns, why
should this claim be accepted without qualification by Christians?84 And
why by Christian scholars as well?
As we have seen it is against this division of the historical from the dog-
matic the methodological considerations of Ratzinger are directed. The
‘historical’ Jesus, as understood in the customarily defined historical terms,
is for Ratzinger neither the ‘real’ Jesus nor a kind of first step towards his
proper understanding (the historical Jesus and then dogmatic elements
‘later’ added to him) but a misleading and in the end fundamentally wrong
82 R. Hoppe, ‘Schriftauslegung und Rückfrage nach Jesus’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der
wissenschaftlichen Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 83-90 (86): ‘Berechtigt ist indes die Anfrage des Autors, in-
wieweit sich eine historische Methode, die sich den Gesetzmäßigkeiten der Vernunft und des neuzeitlichen Welt-
bildes verdankt, theologisch vermitteln lässt. Das wäre dann nicht mehr möglich, wenn die historische Methode das
Wirken Gottes in der Welt per se ausschließen würde. Das tut sie jedoch keineswegs, weil die Frage nach dem
Wirken Gottes kein eigentlicher Gegenstand historischer Untersuchung sein kann, sondern der eruierte his-
torische Ereignisverlauf der Deutung, theologisch gesprochen: dem Bekenntnis, überlassen werden muss.’ The ar-
gument in Kügler (‘Glaube’, pp. 160-1, 164-8) is similar.
83 R. Hoppe, ‘Jesusauslegung zwischen Philosophie und Exegese: Zum Jesusbuch von Joseph Ratzin -
ger/Benedikt XVI.’, Bibel und Kirche 62 (2007), pp. 189-92 (191): ‘Auch wenn man dem Gedanken zuzustimmen
vermag, dass Gott mit Jesus in die Geschichte eingetreten ist – was natürlich keine historische Aussage, sondern nur
ein Bekenntnis sein kann – ist das Problem der Unerfülltheit der jesuanischen Vision nicht gelöst.’
84 Similar questions can be asked by all other faith traditions as well which had imposed on them the pre-
sumption that a faith-based approach to reality, politics, ethics, etc. is to be replaced by the allegedly ‘better’ mod-
els of enlightened, secular, and liberal society.
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85 Here would be the point to discuss how far reaching the kenosis of the incarnate one needs to be under-
stood. Does incarnation imply that Jesus never was aware at any point of his earthly life that he was formerly with
God? Indeed, in some of the more positive reactions to his book, interesting aspects were brought into the discus-
sion, which demonstrate that the challenging historical question of how the unity of Jesus with God can be ap-
proached historically with reason and faith, has not yet been fully exploited, see e.g. Th. Krenski, ‘Steht Jesus über
unseren Psychologien?: Joseph Ratzinger kommentiert Benedikt XVI.’, in H. Hoping and M. Schulz (eds.), Jesus
und der Papst: Systematische Reflexionen zum Jesus-Buch des Papstes, Freiburg: Herder, 2007, pp. 13-24; R. A. Sieben-
rock, ‘„Denn der Vater ist größer als ich“ (Joh 14,28) – „Ich und der Vater sind eins“ (Joh 10,20): Anmerkungen
zum Thema „Wissen und Selbstbewusstsein Jesu“’, in H. Häring (ed.), „Jesus von Nazareth“ in der wissenschaftlichen
Diskussion, Berlin: Lit, 2008, pp. 37-59.
86 Backhaus, ‘Christus-Ästhetik’, p. 25. Less amicable, as is made overt in the title, is Pfleiderer, ‘Reduziertes
Problempotential’.
87 Ratzinger, ‘Schriftauslegung im Widerstreit’, pp. 90-1, cf. also Söding, ‘Notwendige Geschichtswahrheiten’,
p. 77.
88 Cf. Ratzinger, Aus meinem Leben, pp. 106-7, 128; Ratzinger, Salt of the Earth, pp. 137, 267 (German ed.
pp. 146, 285). The attempt to get rid of the hegemonial claims of historical Jesus-research was one of the reasons
for Martin Kähler’s famous distinction between The ‘Jesus of History’ and the ‘Christ of Faith’ (see above n. 40). 
picture. Why? Because Jesus is described as a true human being only –
something he never was.85
Is it really that simple? The objection of oversimplification
But is Ratzinger’s approach to the historical Jesus, the way he under-
stands him in unity with the father, really convincing? Even those very
sympathetic to Ratzinger’s efforts are sceptical. ‘Oversimplification’ and an
improper ‘reduction of complexities’86 of the historical problems involved
are just some of the more pleasant remarks one can find in the literature.
This is indeed a fair criticism and perhaps even in line with Benedict’s own
thoughts. He presents his book not as a final solution and has said more
than once that the combined effort of a whole generation of theologians
and historians is necessary to lay ground for a better understanding of the
interplay between faith and history, and that his work is just a pointer to-
wards this.87
But on the other hand, there might be a tendency among exegetes to
overemphasise the complexities of a problem to make themselves appear to
be indispensable specialists against whose verdicts and judgements nothing
can be decisively labelled ‘true’.88 Yet sometimes, they tend to confuse the
difficulties and complexities of a proper understanding and description of
an event (which includes the factors of time and distance) with the event it-
self. But is an event or a certain knowledge based on the experience of a
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person less true or real just because the description or explanation of it is
unable to demonstrate its logical, natural or causal necessities? And is it not
quite ‘natural’ that the experience of God reflects itself in differing per-
spectives and ways to describe the indescribable?
In reading through the objections made by exegetes against Ratzinger’s
book, one could easily suspect that they deliberately oppose his conclusions
through fear that their work will be seen as irrelevant for theology if the
‘simple’ approach Ratzinger is proposing succeeds. To some extent, I agree,
there is indeed a real threat, that the achievements of the historical under-
standing of Jesus could get totally ignored or treated as irrelevant by a new
orthodox dogmaticism.89 But it is Ratzinger himself who addresses this
problem with the clear intention that it might not come true. The system-
atic theologian Ratzinger invites the exegetes to partake in a mission that
systematic theologians should not and cannot address alone. It is an invi-
tation to rethink together the possibilities of understanding and describing
God’s interaction with the world, first and foremost in Jesus, but not con-
fined to him, as a necessary requirement for a history of the Christian faith
as a result of God’s ongoing interaction with humanity.90 For this it will be
necessary that the ongoing critique of secularism in many disciplines be
taken on board by the exegetical disciplines as well. My impression is that
this criticism has not yet reached all historical researchers in biblical stud-
ies, otherwise so proud of their critical stance.
I am convinced that the paradigm shift involved in such a fundamen-
tal reorientation towards a faith-integrated historical enquiry of the life
and message of Jesus is not an ‘easier’ or less ‘critical’ task than writing a
more traditional ‘critical’ life of Jesus, although this seems to be often im-
89 As an alarming sign in this respect, one can see the new SCM Theological Commentary on the Bible whose
first volumes appeared in 2006 (the American version appears since 2005 under the title Brazos Theological Com-
mentary on the Bible with Brazos Press). The starting point of this new series ‘was born out of the conviction that
dogma clarifies rather than obscures’ (R. R. Reno, ‘Series Preface’, in J. Pelikan, Acts, London: SCM, 2006, pp. 11-
-6, quote p. 13), a position very much in line with some traditions in biblical scholarship as well (see above n. 24).
In the ‘Series Preface’ Reno points to the regrettable situation of ‘theology without exegesis and exegesis without
theology’ (p. 15), but obviously without expecting much help in this situation from the exegetes. The commenta-
tors in this series are on the whole ‘not Biblical scholars in the conventional, modern sense of the term’ and ‘have
not been chosen because of their historical or philological expertise’. Instead, ‘their knowledge of and expertise in
using the Christian doctrinal tradition’ was the decisive criterion (p. 14).
90 The need to overcome the unfortunate, growing distance between exegesis and systematic theology is
noted by various reviewers, cf. Locher, ‘Zeiten’, pp. 54-5; Söding, ‘Suche’, p. 137; Zenger, ‘Gott-Suche’, pp.
189–90. For a strict separation (‘Dogmatik muss ihr Geschäft selbst erledigen’) see Kügler, ‘Glaube’, pp. 166-7.
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91 This means Jesus as the pre-existent and incarnated Son of God who lived his life in the service of God’s
messianic and eschatological promises and the expectations generated through them.
92 Cf. Ratzinger’s allusion to the ‘Heisenberg principle’ according to which ‘a substantial part in determining
the result of an experiment is played by standpoint of the observer’. (‘Biblical Interpretation in Conflict’, p. 100).
93 Cf. Ratzinger, Jesus of Nazareth, p. xx.
94 J. Schröter, Review of ‘Joseph Ratzinger, Jesus von Nazareth. Erster Teil: Von der Taufe im Jordan bis zur 
Verklärung, Herder: Freiburg, Basel, Wien, 2007’, Theologische Literaturzeitung 132 (2007), pp. 798-800 (789):
‘Weil der Vf. von deren Inspiriertheit ausgeht, bedarf es keiner Differenzierung zwischen den Jesusbildern der Syn-
optiker und demjenigen des Johannesevangeliums, auch eine Unterscheidung von älteren und jüngeren Über-
lieferungen, von „Tradition“ und „Redaktion“, ist entbehrlich.’ Cf. also Schröter, ‘Offenbarung’, pp. 126-7.
‘Differenzierung[en]’, i.e. differentiations (used a further two times in the review), is a favourite word in German
scholarship to highlight the assumed complexity of a problem and through this, to reclaim the professional author-
ity for its interpretation (‘Deutungsanspruch’), whereas lack of ‘Differenzierung’ is a kind of judgment against the
uninitiated. It is a very subtle way to create a ‘we’-group identity which sees itself as the critical spearhead of intel-
lectual rigour against those ‘others’ who are unable or unwilling to ascend to these peaks. Schröter’s use of ‘Dif-
ferenzierung’ implies the categorical dichotomization between the Jesus of faith (which is a pre-Enlightenment
plied in the discussion of Ratzinger’s methodological approach. All those
historical and hermeneutical problems addressed in the critical statements
do not just melt away at the moment one takes as a starting point or, as
Ratzinger labels it, as ‘point of construction’, the identity of the historical
Jesus with Jesus as proclaimed in the early Christian kerygma.91 If one ac-
cepts this proposition as a legitimate starting point for an examination of
Jesus, exactly the same questions need to be addressed, like, in the first
place, the differences between the Gospels and herein especially between
the Synoptics and John; the relation between Jesus and the traditions of his
people; or his ‘failure’ with respect to the numbers within his own people
he was able to convince. These, as well as the more concrete historical ques-
tions, like the birthplace of Jesus, his upbringing and spiritual and intellec-
tual development, his relation towards the Torah and the religious parties
and leaders of his people, the precise understanding of the last supper and
the date of his death, are not solved as soon as one chooses a different
point of departure. What makes the decisive difference is the direction of
travel, the vantage point through which one looks at problems and formu-
lates possible solutions.92
Therefore Jens Schröter’s remark seems unhelpful, that because
Ratzinger takes the inspiration of Scripture as his starting point93, no dif-
ferentiation between the portraits of Jesus in the Synoptics and in John is
necessary. This hardly does justice to Ratzinger’s argumentation for his in-
clusion of John’s Gospel in his treatment of the ‘real’ Jesus although, of
course, one can disagree with the result.94 But I agree with Schröter that
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Ratzinger operates with a different understanding of ‘historicity’ which
opens a different ‘ugly ditch’ (ignoring the one of Lessing), but this time in
the opposite direction: it separates hermeneutically and methodologically
‘religious cultures’95 from the ‘(modern) self-limitation of rational posi-
tivism’96 in the search for a place for God in the reality of this world. What
Ratzinger wants from the exegetes is a methodological readiness for God’s
entering into human history:
Accordingly, the exegete must not approach the interpretation of
the text with a ready-made philosophy or with the dictates of a so-called
modern or ‘scientific’ world view, which predetermines what may and
may not be. He must not exclude, a priori, the possibility that God could
speak, as himself, in human words in the world; he must not exclude the
possibility that God, as himself, could act in and enter into history—
however improbable this may seem to him.97
It is again Jens Schröter who is outspokenly against any confusion be-
tween historical and dogmatic claims. He mentions rightly that Ratzinger
is applying ‘a different understanding of history’98 but doubts that the
‘truth claim of the Christian faith is able to convey itself to the presently
held assumptions for interpreting reality’99. Evaluating this further is the
real challenge for biblical scholarship – at least for those biblical scholars
understanding) and the historical Jesus as the result of historical-critical research since the Enlightenment (cf. p. 799:
Ratzinger’s interpretations of Jesus’ unity with God the father are acclaimed as remarkable but ‘bewegen sich freilich
jenseits von Differenzierungen, um die sich die historisch-kritische Forschung seit der Aufklärung bemüht hat’).
Further examples of this kind of criticism can be found in Fuchs, ‘Osterikone’, pp. 53-5. The ‘martyrdom’ of the
critical mind in its longing for truth beyond faith is described in a way which is close to being comical but is obvi-
ously meant seriously: The critical mind suffers ‘von der Last ständiger Reflexion, dem Schmerz der Negation und
der Not der Differenz’ (p. 55), whereas Ratzinger’s ‘undifferentiated’ and harmonious picture of Jesus is nothing else
than a tranquiliser for the majority too lazy to think. For Fuchs, this Jesus icon touches upon idolatry (p. 58).
95 ‘The Subiaco Adress’ (see above n. 12), p. 159.
96 This expression is used by Ratzinger in ‘The Subiaco Address’ (see above n. 12), p. 161, as well as in ‘The
Regensburg Address’ (ibid. p. 171).
97 Ratzinger, ‘Biblical Interpretation in Conflict’, p. 116. Ratzinger’s plea can be read as an attempt to free
Biblical studies from the historicity-paradigm of Troeltsch, who excluded from the historical method precisely
those elements which Ratzinger wants to reintegrate.
98 ‘Offenbarung’, p. 124.
99 ‘Offenbarung’, p. 132: ‘Die Problematik des Zugangs liegt darin, dass der historischen Theologie letztlich
kein eigenständiges Recht eingeräumt wird, sondern sie ihren Platz innerhalb der dogmatischen Theologie
zugewiesen bekommt. Ob sich der Wahrheitsanspruch des christlichen Glaubens auf diese Weise mit den gegen-
wärtig geltenden Prämissen für Wirklichkeitsdeutungen vermitteln lässt, erscheint fraglich.’ Similar reservations
are made by Theobald, ‘Evangelien’, pp. 30-3.
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100 Cf. Meier-Hamidi, ‘Vater’, p. 68: ‘Gleichwohl bleibt die zentrale und aus theologisch-systematischer
Sicht schlüssige Herausforderung Ratzingers an die Exegese von der Frage nach dem Sinn von Historizität un-
berührt: Wenn die theologische Grundwahrheit über Jesus Christus in einer Gott-Mensch-Beziehung liegt, dann
kann sich die Exegese nicht der Aufgabe entziehen, auch von ihrer Seite her mit den von ihr zu verantwortenden
Methoden diese Grundwahrheit zu erschließen, solange sie sich als eine theologische Disziplin versteht.’
101 All attempts to describe the life and teaching of Jesus on the basis of the available sources need to be seen
as approximations with varying degrees of plausibility; this is undisputed. In this respect, Troeltsch is right when
he says that historical investigation will end up with ‘judgements of probability’ only (Troeltsch, ‘Method’ [n. 75],
p. 32, cf. Ratzinger, Jesus of Nazareth, p. xvii). But the point is that a faith-integrated approach cannot be excluded
out of methodological reasons. In the end the ‘reader’ has to decide which interpretation seems to fit best to the
available sources. For Ratzinger, and obviously not just for him, a reading of the sources along with the traditions
of faith makes sense and is ‘historically speaking, much more intelligible than the reconstructions we have been
presented with in the last decades.’ (Jesus of Nazareth, p. xxii)
102 Habermas, in Habermas and Ratzinger, Dialectics of Secularization, p. 40: ‘The starting point for the
philosophical discourse about reason and revelation is a recurrent idea: namely, that when reason reflects on its
deepest foundations, it dicovers that it owes its origin to something else. And it must acknowledge the fateful
power of this origin, for otherwise it will lose its orientation to reason in the blind alley of a hybrid grasp of con-
trol over its own self.’
who see themselves as Christian theologians as well, meaning Christians who
approach their object of study from the biographically rooted, ‘embodied’
conviction that Jesus Christ as witnessed in the Church is a true notion and
therefore a valid proposition. That does not mean making a salto mortale
backwards into a pre-modern epistemology, but an attempt to think ahead
and beyond the enlightenment paradigm in a way that makes a reasonable
description of so-called ‘faith-based statements’ possible.100
Some first steps to take
One step towards an exegesis which allows itself to be challenged by
the Pope would be to agree on more clarity and forthrightness with respect
to the fundamental propositions one holds in his or her analysis of the
sources for the sake of reconstructing a history of Jesus.101 The discussion
between Habermas and Ratzinger about The Dialectics of Secularization of-
fers a way to respect each other even if Reason and Religion (the subtitle of
the book) are seen as being related in a different way. In his lecture, Haber-
mas puts forward the notion of a critical self-reflection that allows reason to
detect ‘that it owes its origin to something else’ and thereby accept the for-
mer’s fateful power on itself.102 Reason conscious of its limits, transcends
these limits in a necessary movement towards possible religious experi-
ences. This, as Habermas puts it, leads to the conclusion that religiously
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formulated truth claims can expect the same respect and acceptability out
of philosophical reasons as purely secular ones. Religious truth claims based
on revelation or religious language are not in the same way publicly acces-
sible as are secular ones; this is seen by Habermas as a generic difference but
not as a difference of quality. As a consequence, Habermas requests that the
often pejorative designation of religious truth-claims in opposition to sec-
ular ones needs to be given up (p. 42). Equally, the secular expectation that
adherents of religious propositions will gradually give them up by assimi-
lating to the secular paradigm also needs to be abandoned (cf. pp. 45–6, 50
and above n. 84). A religious vantage point is not a priori against critical
reason but might be able to express itself as reasonable and plausible. This
is the insight of a secular philosopher.103
In his article ‘Transcending Dichotomies in History and Religion’ C.
T. McIntire narrates ‘the near hegemony exercised by the secular di-
chotomies’ and he criticises their reinforcement ‘by general deference to
practitioners of the secular opinion’ (p. 87). Evidence of this often very
subtle behaviour can be seen in the use of the label ‘truth seeker’ in the
above mentioned review of Geza Vermes. The Pope, by a secular definition
of historical truth, cannot be accepted as such. 
What I am aiming for is more outspoken clarity from both sides, with
mutual respect for the propositions on which each bases his or her analysis
and understanding of the past for the sake of writing/understanding his-
tory. This implies that within a competition of explanatory models, adher-
ents of another vantage point are enabled to understand and perhaps even
to appreciate the necessities of a differing explanation within its set limits.
But if an explanatory model is in contradiction with the basic propositions
of the investigators, this explanation will not be accepted as reasonable or
‘true’.104 For the Christian side, this implies laying out with reason and ar-
gument why the active participation of God within the realities of this
world is taken as a true and reasonable proposition; further, in what way
this proposition turns into a specific disposition for understanding and
describing events in the past and the present under the assumption of God
103 Cf. further Habermas, ‘Bewusstsein’, pp. 48-51; McIntire, ‘Transcending Dichotomies’, pp. 85-7;
Ratzinger, ‘The Subiaco Address’ (see above n. 12), p. 164.
104 ‘True’ is here used in the sense that a description represents as fair, close and accurate as possible the given
element.
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105 Cf. Ratzinger, ‘The Subiaco Address’ (see above n. 12), p. 165: In such an enterprise, God’s general en-
ablement of everything to be according to Heb. 1:2-3 needs to be differentiated from his limited and more punc-
tiliar intervention in the life of his people, the church, individual believers and – at least potentially – all others.
The traditional dogmatic differentiation between God’s general sustaining of the world and his specific acts is still
a helpful guidance for understanding and should constantly be developed further to keep pace with ‘modern’ un-
derstandings of being.
106 As the reverse of the ‘fundamental dogma… that God cannot act in history’ (Ratzinger, Jesus of Nazareth,
p. 35). For a way to rethink this unhelpful dichotomy, see particularly the deliberations of Zaborowski, ‘His-
torische Vernunft’, in defence of Ratzinger’s concern.
107 A similar openness towards the limitations of a secular standpoint seems necessary. Those who exclude
God a priori as a causality in the past and present and therefore as an element in the historical and social descrip-
tion should acknowledge that this is – consciously or unconsciously – also a kind of dogmatic approach, or, in
other words, a proposition in seeing reality (and as part of it history as well), that also norms its followers. Cf.
Catherine Bell, ‘Paradigms Behind (and Before) the Modern Concept of Religion’, History and Theory 45 (2006),
pp. 27-46; Brad S. Gregory, ‘The Other Confessional History: On Secular Bias in the Study of Religion’, History
and Theory 45 (2006), pp. 132-149.
(and in the Christian tradition this is a precisely – although within given
limitations – describable and knowable God) as a cause of specific events.105
The proposition ‘that God can act in history’106 results for those who hold it
as a disposition towards given questions, which cannot be honestly addressed
in isolation from the chosen proposition. It is from a faith-based perspective
‘true’ in the ultimate sense of the word; to apply it is therefore reasonable. In
such a project, the limits of a faith-based approach need not be identical with
the limitations of the secularistic paradigm of scientific knowledge.107 That is
not and should not be the only way to deal with the historical questions of
the Christian faith. But it is one important way, which should not be given
up just because it is not a universally accepted approach (which is an ideal of
the sciences and not of the humanities). What is needed instead of a quasi-
dogmatic mono-perspective historical approach is a clear differentiation of
the various communicative settings. The responsibility of biblical studies for
a wider audience shall not be lost, and this is even truer if one is convinced
that the content of the Christian faith is not ‘just’ true in an existential and
subjective way related to one’s inner self, but an ‘ontological truth claim’
which is meaningful for other reality-discourses as well. A careful description
of why Christians take certain propositions to be true, and in what way these
propositions necessarily lead to a comprehensible disposition when applied,
is part of what theology is for, and I see no reason why this task should be
done only by systematic theologians. Biblical scholars, being theologians as
well, have good reasons to respond to the Pope’s challenge and to accept his
invitation to rethink the problem of faith and history.
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